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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, compact pulsed power technology that is robust and repetitive is driven by size,
weight and volume constraints in recent times. In both the military and commercial
applications, there is an overwhelming need to provide more and more capability in ever
smaller and lighter packages. Certain applications require technology that can be deployed in
smaller volume under stressful environments. The need for higher energy densities, power
densities and efficiency is the driving force in this field. Remarkable advances in high energy
density materials for capacitor development and new solid-state high power devices have
enabled pulsed power systems to achieve reduction in size and weight. The research issues
are still open on studying and utilizing new materials-dielectrics, insulators, metals, and
interface in the design of sub-systems of the compact pulsed power systems. This
development requires combined efforts at three levels: efficient and robust devices at
component levels, novel circuits and architecture at the system level, and effective technique
to deliver fast pulses at the application levels. Fundamental studies on compact pulse forming
lines with high dielectric constant ceramics and alternative engineering topologies are
investigated in the thesis. The research focus was on the studies on development of compact
pulse forming lines using composite mixture of high dielectric constant ceramics such as
barium titanate, and also investigating new engineering topologies using helical inner
conductor to reduce the size of the pulse forming line that is used as intermediate energy
storage in pulsed power system. This thesis describes the development of compact pulsed
power system and its performance. The transmission line characteristics of the pulse forming
line, which generates longer duration rectangular pulses, is also investigated and a novel
technique for fast repetitive double pulse generation with very short inter pulse interval is
also described.
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SYNOPSIS

Pulsed power is a technology to compress the energy and release it in shorter duration of time
to generate peak instantaneous power levels. The roots of pulsed power can be traced to the
development of high voltage technology prior to World War II for use in radar. Nowadays the
pulsed power field is driven by size, weight, and volume constraints; there is an
overwhelming need to provide more and more capability in ever smaller and lighter
packages. Our appetite for small, lightweight devices extends well beyond the domestic
purposes to include defense, industry, medicine and research. The demand is increasing for
compact pulsed power to serve ever smaller applications with lightweight power sources and
the response has been a sustained trend toward compactness. The interest in the compactness
is not limited to achievement of a minimum size and weight but rather the investigation of a
system that has lesser components than its predecessor. New compact pulse forming lines
were developed during the research using solid composite dielectric and novel system
engineering techniques discussed in the thesis. The fast repetitive pulsed power system has
limitation due to switches, power supplies and load characteristics, During the research on
pulse forming line it was found that the transmission line characteristics of the pulse forming
line can also be used to generate fast double pulse with extremely short repetition interval and
is discussed in the thesis.
The recent advancements in high energy density capacitors and high power solid-state
devices have enabled pulsed power systems to achieve considerable reduction in size.
Fundamental studies on pulsed power component development, new material and novel
engineering techniques to reduce the size and mass of the pulsed power components are
needed to be investigated. An effective research effort in any of these component systems
will require a combination of theory, experiment and modelling. This area of research focuses
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on the primary and intermediate energy storage system, modelling of high voltage generator
for compact geometry, investigation of novel pulse forming techniques using solid and liquid
dielectric for pulse compression. The transmission line circuits offer the possibility of
realizing fast rectangular pulses while connecting energy storage elements to loads. For
making compact systems, new dynamic strategies are needed besides compaction of
individual elements. This aspect was the main motivation of this thesis. For this goal, focus
was on new pulse compression techniques. Combined research efforts were required at
component levels, system architecture and application level to develop compact pulsed power
technology.
Ferroelectric materials such as barium titanate possess high degrees of functionality, with
highly exploitable electrical, mechanical and optical properties. As the most studied
ferroelectrics are transition metal oxides with perovskite crystal structure their integration
into heterostructure devices with other transition metal oxides with different but equally
exciting properties (magnetism and superconductivity) is a direction that shows enormous
potential for both exciting physics and breakthrough devices.
Coaxial pulse forming lines are widely used for pulse compression in pulsed power system.
The research effort also includes investigation of alternative engineering topologies by using
helical inner conductor for longer duration pulse generation in compact geometry. Water is
also extensively used for pulse compression in pulsed power system. The effect of reduction
in temperature of water on the pulse width looked promising and was investigated for
developing compact systems. Finally, fast repetitive systems have limitation due to circuit
inductance and capacitance, power supplies, and switch. Investigation and study in this area
was also planned and done, leading to development of fast repetitive pulses using the
transmission line characteristic of the pulse forming line. With all these inclusions, compact
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pulsed power system was developed, sub systems analyzed and performance evaluated on the
matched load.
The work reported in this thesis is aimed towards the development of subsystems of the
pulsed power system for the compact geometry. The research involves solving the
engineering problems related to design of system components, their characteristics and then
assembly of the complete system. The modelling of the sub system was also done for the
optimization of the subsystem system and the validation of the experimental finding using
simulation software.
Chapter 1 is the introduction to this thesis, with pulsed power system description and its
applications. The research area on developing compact pulse forming line was defined based
on the review of available literature. The detailed in-depth literature survey led us to focus on
the following problems:
1.

Ceramic has very high relative permittivity but it is not widely used in pulsed power

technology due to its piezoelectric properties, so a composite dielectric with high permittivity
ceramic material such as barium titanate was chosen and investigated for intermediate energy
storage for pulse compression. This increased the system capacitance thereby realizing the
possibility of operating at reduced system volumes. The study of non linear effect of electric
field on the relative permittivity of the composite dielectric was also chosen for experimental
investigation.
2.

The compactness in system architecture level using alternative engineering technique

of helical inner conductor inside water coaxial pulse forming line was investigated for the
generation of longer duration rectangular pulse in compact size.
3.

Deionised water is extensively used as intermediate energy storage for pulse

compression in pulsed power system. The effect of reduction in water temperature inside the
pulse forming line, on the pulse width was identified for investigation.
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4.

With all these subsystem developments, a compact pulsed power system was

developed and its testing and performance evaluated on the matched load.
5.

The transmission line characteristics of pulse forming line, which is used for

generation of longer duration rectangular pulses, was also investigated for the development of
fast repetitive pulse system using novel system architecture techniques.
During the course of the research, compact pulse forming lines were developed using ceramic
material which has higher capacitance, high energy density and reduced volume. The relative
permittivity of the medium plays very important role to increase the capacitance and energy
density to make compact system so this aspect was studied. The increase in relative
permittivity was also found by reducing the temperature of the water which is used for pulse
compression. The alternative engineering topology developed using helical inner conductor
to increase the transit time in smaller length of the pulse forming line was shown to achieve
compaction. A novel technique was also developed using the transmission line characteristics
of the helical pulse forming line to generate very fast repetitive pulses with very small
repetition interval. It overcomes the limitations caused by the circuit inductance and
capacitances, power supplies and the switch. Thus the goals set for were effectively met
through design, development and testing stages.
Chapter 2 presents the detailed literature survey and description of important research issues
for the development of compact pulsed power system. The development of compact pulsed
power technology requires combined efforts at three levels: efficient and robust devices at
component levels, novel circuits and architecture at the system level, and effective technique
to deliver fast pulses at the application levels. Capacitors continue to be major components of
pulsed power systems, especially as primary energy storage and pulse discharge devices.
Capacitors are frequently a limiting factor for pulse power technologist in terms of size, cost,
lifetime and reliability. On-going research and development at international level in capacitor
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technology and dielectric materials has resulted in significant expansion in several
dimensions of the film capacitor operating envelope. Pulse generators are frequently used for
pulse charging of the pulse forming lines. Pulse transformer driven circuits are designed to
operate as Tesla or double resonance circuit has an added advantages over Marx generator
due to its compact size, low input voltage on primary side, low driving energy requirement,
Only one single switch for energy transfer and capacity to run on high repetition rates is
necessary. The pulse transformers that are used in the microsecond range cannot be used for
the transformation of high-voltage pulses of nanosecond duration because of higher
inductances and capacitances so the pulse forming lines are required. The pulse forming line
uses solid, liquid or other medium for pulse compression. The high voltage breakdown
research issues in these dielectrics are discussed. Finally, the switch is an important
component for pulse shaping and delivery of the peak power to the load. The limitations in
inductance, rise time and repetitive operation of these switches are also discussed.
Chapter 3 describes the details of the experimental set up, its subsystem development and
the diagnostics used in the experiments. The experimental set up consists of an in-house
developed 25 kV high voltage power supply, which charges the primary energy storage
capacitor bank. The capacitor bank discharges into the primary of pulse transformer through a
triggered sparkgap switch. The high voltage generated across the secondary of the pulse
transformer charges the pulse forming, which then discharges to load through a self
breakdown sparkgap switch. A compact conical high voltage pulse transformer was
modelled, designed and developed for the pulse charging of pulse forming line. A tapered
construction (with the larger diameter at the bottom) was used for the secondary coil. A
tapered construction was used for the secondary coils to avoid any break-down at the high
voltage end of the secondary winding. The high voltage will appear at the upper end and the
greater space around the high voltage terminal will prevent the possibility of any high-voltage
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break down. The secondary winding was placed inside the delrin mandrel used to support the
primary winding. The diameter and the length of the pulse transformer are 240mm and
300mm. The pulse transformer charges the pulse forming line up to 200 kV. The design and
development of compact pulse forming lines are discussed in chapter 4. The sparkgap switch
was also designed and developed for pulse sharpening and delivering peak power to the load.
The inductance and rise time of the switch was 20 nH and 14 ns respectively. The diagnostics
used for the measurements of voltages with high voltage probes and oscilloscope,
Measurements of circuit parameters such as inductances and capacitance with LCR meter is
also discussed.
Chapter 4 describes the design and development of compact pulse forming lines. The
research and investigation on development of high permittivity materials is one area which
can help in designing compact systems. The ceramic material was investigated for developing
compact pulse forming lines. Ceramic dielectric material has very high relative permittivity
so it could be used for making compact pulse forming lines. Ceramic dielectric material has
not been widely studied for pulsed power applications as they have piezoelectric effects and
hence stresses are developed at high electric fields. The composite dielectric was made using
ceramic materials which have relatively higher permittivity. Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) has
high relative permittivity (~1200) and also it has piezoelectric effect. During high voltages
discharges local stresses are developed which breaks the material. To overcome these stress
we have made a composite mixture of barium titanate and neoprene rubber as rubber was an
elastic material and experimentally investigated it. When local stresses are developed in
barium titanate due to its piezoelectric properties the rubber will expand and contract to
absorb the stress and regain its original shape after the discharges. A Coaxial pulse forming
line of inner diameter 120 mm, outer diameter 240 mm was designed and studied. The
volume between the two cylinders was filled with composite mixture of barium titanate and
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neoprene rubber. The composite mixture was prepared by mixing barium titanate of 1-3
micron size with neoprene rubber in the ratio of 1:10. The mixing ratio of 1:10 was taken as
at higher ratio it increases the quantity of Barium titanate so the piezo-electric effect will
dominate and at lower ratio it will not show significant compactness. Other additives
Magnesium oxide (MgO), Zinc Oxide (ZnO), Steric acid & mineral oil in traces are added for
the curing of rubber.
Water coaxial pulse forming lines are widely studied and used for pulse compression in
pulsed power systems. The novel engineering techniques using helical inner conductor was
investigated for making compact pulse forming line. The helical transmission line has higher
inductance as compared to coaxial transmission lines. The increase in inductance will
increase the transit time, which increases the pulse width across the load. A compact pulse
forming line was also designed and developed using helical inner conductor for pulse
compression. The helical pulse forming line inner conductor was made of SS-304 strip rolled
on delrin cylinder and outer conductor was made of SS-304 cylinder. The length of the pulse
forming line was 800 mm. The conductor inner strip was 0.5 mm thick and 39.5 mm wide
rolled on the 168 mm delrin cylinder. 13 turns are wounded on delrin cylinder and the inter
turn gap was 20.5 mm. The outer cylinder was 2mm thick and has internal diameter of 232
mm. The volume between the inner strip and outer cylinder was filled with deionised water
circulated through a pump and deionizer unit. The conductivity of the deionised water was
less than 0.2 µSemen/cm.
Chapter 5 describes the experimental testing and studies in compact pulse forming lines. The
composite dielectric break down strength and its relative permittivity was experimentally
calculated. The composite dielectric pulse forming line was pulse charged to 120 kV and a
voltage pulse of 70 kV, pulse width of 21 ns has been measured across 5 Ω load. The relative
permittivity of the ceramic material changes with applied electric field. The effect of electric
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field on composite mixture was experimentally investigated up to 25 kV/cm and found no
significant change in the pulse width measure across the load. The composite dielectric has
successfully withstood voltages up to 35 kV/cm. It was found that the compactness in the
pulse forming line was achieved by mixing of barium titanate in neoprene rubber which
reduces the length of the pulse forming line by a factor of 3.8. The pulse forming line was
charged and discharged for few shots (~10) and no significant effect into its performance
degradation was seen. It was found that the pulse forming line using barium titanate and
neoprene rubber was compact in size and does not require maintenance compared to oil,
water line as it was of all solid material.
The performance of water based helical pulse forming line was also evaluated. The helical
pulse forming line was charged to 200 kV peak using a pulse transformer in 3.5 µs and
discharged into the matched 22 Ω resistive load through a self breakdown pressurized
sparkgap switch. The flat top rectangular voltage pulse of 100 kV, 260 ns (FWHM) was
measured across the load. The electric field and potential distribution inside the helical pulse
forming line was also simulated. The circuit simulation modelling of the system was done to
validate the experimental results. The effective reduction in length by a factor of 5.5 as
compared to coaxial pulse forming line was seen. The effect of reduction in water
temperature on pulse width was also investigated. The deionised water was circulated
through water chilling unit and the pulse width across the load was experimentally measured
from the water temperature range of 5 0C to 25 0C. It was found that the relative permittivity
of the water increases with the reduction in the temperature of the water. We could find from
the experimental investigation that the pulse width generated across the load increases up to
6% more when the temperature of the water was reduced from 25 0C to 5 0C. It was
concluded that the length of the pulse forming line can further be reduced with the circulation
of cold water inside the pulse forming line.
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Chapter 6 describes the novel engineering technique for fast double pulse generation using
the transmission line characteristics of the pulse forming line. The transmission line
characteristic of the pulse forming lines was investigated for generation of fast double pulses
with extremely short repetition interval for compact pulsed power repetitive system. The
water helical pulse forming line was used as it was investigated that it can generate longer
duration pulse in smaller length. The initial two turn of the helical pulse forming line are
wound with ethylene propylene rubber tape (εr ~ 3). The helical pulse forming line was
charged to 200 kV peak and discharged through sparkgap switch in to 22 Ω resistive load and
this generated the double pulse of 100 kV, 100ns with an interval of 30 ns. The electrostatic
modelling of the input side of the helical pulse forming line was done and it was found that
when the pulse forming line was charged to 200 kV, the maximum potential appears across
the ethylene propylene rubber and above that the water capacitor is charged to lesser extent,
after the two turns the water capacitor was fully charged, so while discharging the pulse
forming line generates two flat top rectangular pulses of 100 kV, 100 ns duration with the 30
ns interval between the pulses. It was further investigated that the system can generate two
flat top rectangular pulses of desired pulse width and of the desired interval between the
pulses. The pulse width and the interval between the pulses depend on the length of the
ethylene propylene rubber wound on the inner conductor of the pulse forming line.
Chapter 7 Summarises the findings and proposes lines of future work that will be of
important to this technology.
The following is the summary of the work reported in the thesis.
1.

The composite dielectric with ceramic has higher dielectric constant and it can

increase system capacitance with the possibility of operating at reduced system volumes for
few shot applications. Compact PFL was developed using composite material of barium
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titanate and neoprene rubber and tested up to 120 kV. It was also found that the dielectric
constant of the composite mixture remains unchanged under high electric field (< 20 kV/cm).
2.

An alternative technique was investigated and developed using helical inner

conductor inside the PFL. The helical conductor increases the transit time, so longer duration
pulse can be generated in compact geometry. A 200 kV, 0.5 GW, 260 ns pulsed power
system was designed and developed using helical PFL and was tested on matched load.
3.

It was found that higher energy can be stored and more compact systems can be

developed using chilled water circulation inside the PFL, it increase the pulse width by a
factor of 6%, when the temperature of water was reduced from 25 0C to 5 0C .
4.

A novel technique was developed using the transmission line characteristic of PFL

and also using different dielectric constant material to store energy inside the PFL to generate
fast repetitive double pulse with small repetition interval.
In many cases novel propositions along with experimental or theoretical modelling have been
made for better understanding to solve the difficulties encountered for developing compact
pulsed power subsystem. Further the research issues related to study of new materialsdielectrics, insulators, metals, and interfaces in the design of components of the compact
pulsed power systems are enumerated. In the future the advanced component technologies
can be applied to pulsed power problems using a suite of integrated design tools and
micromachining techniques. New developments in materials research, combined with
electrostatic design tools, will set a pathway for revolutionary advancements in compact
pulsed power technology.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Pulsed power
Pulsed power is a technology to compress the duration of time to generate peak instantaneous
power levels. A natural source of pulsed power is clouds, which get electrically charged over a
period of tens of minutes or even more due to several mechanisms inside the cloud. When the
voltage due to charging (commonly negative at the cloud bottom) is adequately high, a discharge
occurs to earth delivering a huge current and energy over a short duration (milli-seconds). The
roots of pulsed power can be traced to the developments of high voltage technology and nuclear
physics prior to World War II. Pulsed power itself was first developed during World War II for
use in radar. A massive development program was undertaken to develop pulsed radar, requiring
very short high power pulses. After the war, development in pulsed power technology continued
for various other applications that led to the development of novel pulsed power machines [1-2].
In 2001, the U.S. Department of Defence initiated multidisciplinary university research initiative
program to study fundamental issues for development of compact pulsed power for military
applications [3]. Pulsed power generates very short electrical pulses (nanoseconds to
milliseconds) with the possibilities of:
-

Currents up to several hundreds of mega-amperes.

-

Voltages up to several mega-volts.

-

Energy releases up to several hundreds of terra-joules per second.

-

Power densities of several hundreds of mega-watts per square centimeter

-

Pressures of hundreds of kg/cm2.

-

Temperatures of millions of degrees Kelvin.
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Pulsed power science and technology deals with physical and technical foundations for
production and application of high voltages pulses with very high power (> 100 MW) and
energies (> 1 kJ). Pulsed power is a broad technical field that is united by a common activity of
the transformation of electrical energy in to high-peak
high
power pulses. It is the technology of
accumulating energy over a relatively longer duration of time and then releasing it in a shorter
duration thus increasing the instantaneous power levels [4].
]. For example, 1 kJ of energy stored
within a capacitor, and then released into a load over one second will deliver 1 kW of the peak
power to the load. However, if all of the stored energy were released within one microsecond,
the peak power would be 1 GW.
GW

Figure 1.01 Low power-long
power
pulse converted to high power-short
short pulse
A pulsed power system converts a low power
power-long
long time pulse to high power
power-short time pulse
(Figure 1.01). The average power for pulsed power system is low to moderate (watts to
kilowatts), however the peak power levels are very high (megawatts to terawatts),
terawatts) typically
producing megavolts and megamperes, but for short times on the order of ~ 100 ns. The block
diagram of a pulsed power system
sys
is shown in Figure 1.02. A pulsed power system is consists of
low power accumulation subsystem which has a conventional primary energy source (ac. mains
or batteries) that supplies the energy in longer duration of time to the energy storage system
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(capacitor, inductor). The high power accumulation subsystem has a high voltage generator
(pulse transformer or Marx generator), pulse forming line and a switch, which shapes the pulse
released from the energy storage element and transfer to the load. The loads in pulsed power
system in initial days used to be particle beam diodes, imploding plasma and military
applications (rail gun, HPM, UWB). Nowadays the loads include biological samples, drinking
water, and effluent treatment plants. The pulsed power has evolved to not only play an important
role in defence but has made inroads in environmental and biomedical applications.
Low power accumulation
Primary
Energy
Source

High power accumulation

Energy
Storage
Device

D.C
Charge

Pulse
Forming
Section

µs
Pulse Discharge

Load

ns
Pulsed Power

Figure 1.02 Block diagram of a pulsed power system
Pulsed power system is specified by the power levels delivered to the load, energy stored in the
system, duration of the pulse, number of times the pulses are repeated and size of the energy
storage medium etc. The typical ranges of electrical parameters frequently encountered in high
power pulse system specifications are shown in Table 1.01
Energy

10 J – 100 MJ

Power

1 MW – 1 TW

Voltage

1 kV – 10 MV

Current

100 A – 10 MA

Pulse width

100ps - 100µs

Table 1.01 Typical ranges of electrical parameters of pulsed power system
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The high power pulse is also characterized by its shape, i.e. rise time, fall time,
time duration and
flatness of its plateau region. The overall duration of the high power pulses lies typically in
between the range of sub-nanoseconds
nanoseconds to microsecond’s regime. The typical pulse shape
parameters of a high power pulse are shown in Figure1.03.

Figure 1.03 Typical pulse shape parameter [5]
The pulse rise time is the time taken by the voltage to rise from 10% to
t 90% of its peak
amplitude. The
he fall, or decay, time in also
a defined in the similar way. Both the fall and the rise
time of a pulse depend on the evolution of the load impedance, which in most cases varies with
time. There is no unique definition of the pulse duration in the literature. Sometimes it is
understood as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pulse. However,
However for some
applications, it is better to define it as the duration at 90% of the peak amplitude. Flatness of the
plateau region is an important requirement for driving some loads for e.g. pockels cells and
electron beam diodes [5].
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1.2 Repetitive pulsed power
The technology for repetitive pulsed power was originally developed to support the defence
program, As the technology matured, its potential use in industrial applications were explored
based on its inherent strength of high average power, high repetition rate, cost efficient scaling
with power for long life performance. The development of compact repetitive pulsed power
system is the current trend in pulsed power technology to increase the average power output
which has applications in defence and industrial areas. Fast repetitive double pulse with
extremely short interval can also be used to study the double pulse effect in nanosecond laser
ablation for the study of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy [6]. The trend in repetitive-pulsepower system design is toward higher energies, larger average power levels, and faster pulserepetition rates. There is a great demand of repetitive pulsed power system, but there are few
technical problems that need to be investigated and resolved. Switches are an important
component of a pulsed power system and for its repetitive operation it is required to recover its
insulation between the pulses. Compact repetitive pulsed power systems can be developed by
enhancing the peak and average power output, by increasing the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) and reducing the equipment size to meet the demands of ever increasing applications.
Improvements can be made in components and sub systems of the pulsed power system.
Successful introduction of pulsed power technologies in industries depends to a great extent on
the availability of highly efficient and reliable cost-effective sources. All these possibilities are
under investigation in various laboratories worldwide. Pulsed power system using semiconductor
devices have become more and more popular in industrial applications because of their
compactness, light weight, repetition rate, low cost and high efficiency. Repetitive pulsed power
technology has a lot of potential for future growth.
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1.3 Application of pulsed power
Pulsed power technology enables the generation of extremely high temperatures, brilliant flashes
of light and powerful bursts of sound. It accelerates particles to great velocities, produces
tremendous forces, detects objects at a great distance, and creates many other extreme conditions
that are not possible to sustain continuously. As a primarily enabling technology, pulsed power
circuits are used in many cutting edge applications such as the generation of X-rays [7] and high
power microwaves [8]. It is used in pulsed high power laser systems, and also the generation of
shockwaves to dissolve kidney stones (lithotripsy) [9]. It is a unique way to generate dense
plasmas in plasma focus [10], and also produces a burst of neutrons, which can be used for
detection of explosives and illicit materials [11]. Pulsed power is also a key technology in the
research on particle beam (KALI 5000) [12], inertial confinement fusion (Z-Machine) [13] and
for magnetic confinement fusion (ITER) [14].
A growing interest in pulsed power technologies can also be found for industrial, medical,
biological and environmental applications. Electro-mechanical forming and Electro-hydro
forming are techniques for welding or cutting the materials at high velocity. In this technique the
energy in the form of short pulse is concentrated on the work piece, which results in high
temperature and softening locally in the material known as adiabatic softening. Energy can be
applied to the work piece mechanically, hydraulically or electromagnetically. In hydraulic
forming the work piece is placed between a press tool and a chamber that is filled with water (or
liquid). Pressure is applied to the water in the chamber, which in turn presses the work piece
against the press tool. When electro-hydraulic discharge is used, an underwater electric discharge
creates a pressure shockwave that shapes the work piece by pressing it against the tool. The
pressure in the shockwave is in the range of 1000 to 10000 kg/cm2 [15]. By forming the material
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at very high velocity improves the ductility drastically, adiabatic heating is also advantageous for
cutting where the work pieces are cut off by short impact and pieces are cut with high accuracy.
Pulsed electrical discharges can also be designed to create non-thermal plasma 'streamers'. This
non-thermal plasma has the ability to attack biological and chemical agents and is in particular
promising for decontamination and purification of water [16]. High electric pulse is used for the
treatment of food [17]. Another emerging application is the manipulation of mammalian cells
with pulsed electric fields [18-19]. One of the most appealing results so far is that they can
trigger apoptosis in cancer cells and can be used to fight tumours. The use of streamers and
pulsed electric fields on cells and tissues are cornerstones of a new era in biomedical
engineering.
The recent advancement in pulsed power technology has made it possible to apply the
technology to commercial and industrial environment. The International Society on Pulsed
Power Applications was founded in Gelsenkirchen Germany in 1997, specifically to support the
commercial side of pulsed power applications. The military application is particularly interested
in compact, reliable pulsed power for radars, electromagnetic launchers, HPM generation and
UWB generation.
1.4 Area of research
High-voltage rectangular pulses of very short duration (few 10’s of nanoseconds – few 100’s of
microseconds) are required in many pulsed power applications. These short pulses give a peak
power multiplication of more than 106 over the average power. The generation of high-voltage
pulses is usually obtained until some tens kV by conventional circuits. These voltages achieve
kA of discharge currents thereby enabling high peak powers mentioned above. The transmission
line circuits offer the possibility of realizing fast rectangular pulses while connecting energy
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storage elements to loads. For making compact systems, new dynamic strategies are needed
besides compaction of individual elements. This aspect was the main motivation driving this
thesis and was investigated in detail. For this goal, focus was on new pulse compression
techniques. Combined research efforts were required at component levels, system architecture
level and application level to develop compact pulsed power technology.
For example, solid dielectric is generally considered to be non-recoverable in the event of
dielectric breakdown but there are single shot pulse power applications where it is useful. This
can increase system capacitance with the possibility of operating at increased energy levels or
reduced system volumes. However solid insulation failure under pulsed conditions is not fully
understood. The pulse compression system has a high voltage generator, pulse forming lines and
a switch. The duration of pulse generated from the pulse forming lines depends on the length of
the line, relative permittivity of the dielectric medium, temperature and stress on the dielectric
medium. Conventional pulse forming lines are made up of plastic, castor oil or other dielectrics
whose relative permittivity varies from 2-10. Ceramics offer very high relative permittivity.
However, very little work existed in literature related to ceramic used in compact pulsed power
applications as it is not widely used due to its piezoelectric properties. This thread was picked up
by us.
Ferroelectric materials such as barium titanate possess high degrees of functionality, with highly
useful electrical, mechanical and optical properties. As the most studied ferroelectric in transition
metal oxides with perovskite crystal structure their integration into heterostructure devices with
other transition metal oxides with different but equally exciting properties (magnetism and
superconductivity) is a direction that shows enormous potential for both exciting physics and
breakthrough devices.
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Coaxial pulse forming lines are widely used for pulse compression in pulsed power system. The
research effort also includes investigation of alternative engineering topologies by using helical
inner conductor for longer duration pulse generation in compact geometry.
Water is also extensively used for pulse compression in pulsed power system. The effect of
reduction in temperature of water on the pulse width looked promising and was investigated for
developing compact systems.
Finally, fast repetitive pulsation has limitation due to circuit inductance and capacitance, power
supplies,and switch. Investigation and study in this area was also planned and done leading to
development of fast repetitive pulses using the transmission line characteristic of the pulse
forming line.
With all these inclusions, compact pulsed power system was developed, sub systems analyzed
and performance evaluated on the matched load.
To summarize, from the literature survey the issues that needed attention were identified. They
were; new materials such as ceramics, and novel alternative engineering techniques to reduce the
size and mass of pulsed power components and better topology. It was realized that an effective
research effort in any of these component systems will require a combination of theory,
experiment and modelling. The research efforts focused on investigation of new compact pulse
forming lines using composite dielectric of high relative permittivity ceramic, and also using
helical geometry conductor to study the performance for few 10’s of nano-seconds to 100’s of
nano-seconds of pulse generation.
1.5 Aim and accomplishment of thesis
As described above, the overall research work was aimed towards the development of compact
pulse systems. The research described here involves solving the component level and system
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architecture level problems to design the compact system, pulse forming lines, their realization,
and characterization. The detailed in-depth literature survey led us to focus on the following
problems:
1. Ceramic has very high relative permittivity but is not widely used in pulsed power
technology due to its piezoelectric properties, so a composite dielectric with high
permittivity ceramic material such as barium titanate was chosen and investigated for
intermediate energy storage for pulse compression. This increased the system capacitance
thereby realizing the possibility of operating at reduced system volumes. The study of non
linear effect of electric field on the relative permittivity of the composite dielectric was
also chosen for experimental investigation.
2. The compactness in system architecture level using alternative engineering technique of
helical inner conductor inside water coaxial pulse forming line was investigated for the
generation of longer duration rectangular pulse in compact size.
3. Deionised water is extensively used as intermediate energy storage for pulse compression
in pulsed power system. The effect of reduction in water temperature inside the pulse
forming line, on the pulse width was identified for investigation.
4. With all these subsystem developments, a compact pulsed power system was developed
and its testing and performance evaluated on the matched load.
5. The transmission line characteristics of pulse forming line, which is used for generation of
longer duration rectangular pulse, was also investigated for the development of fast
repetitive pulse system using novel system architecture techniques.
During the course of research compact pulse forming lines were developed using ceramic
material which has higher capacitance, high energy density and reduced volume. As relative
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permittivity of the medium plays very important role to increase the capacitance and energy
density to make compact system this aspect was also studied. The increase in relative
permittivity was also found by reducing the temperature of the water which is extensively used
for pulse compression. The alternative engineering topology developed using helical inner
conductor to increase the transit time in smaller length of the pulse forming line was shown to
achieve compaction. During the research on pulse forming lines a novel technique was also
developed using the transmission line characteristics of the helical pulse forming line to generate
very fast repetitive pulses with very small repetition interval. It overcomes the limitations caused
by the circuit inductance and capacitances, power supplies and the switch.
Thus the goals set for were effectively met through design, development and testing stages.
1.6 Outline of thesis
The thesis defines the progress on investigation and development of novel compact pulse
forming line for intermediate energy store for pulse compression and its study for single pulse
and repetitive pulse generation, the modelling of its sub-systems and development of compact
pulsed power system with its evaluation. Chapter 1 is the introduction to this thesis, with
description of the pulsed power system, repetitive pulsed power system and its application in
defence and commercial areas. It also defines the broad area of the research and the overall aim
of the thesis.
Chapter 2 is the literature update on compact pulsed power technology and summarizes the
important issues for development of compact pulsed power system at component levels, system
architecture level and application level. Energy storage for pulsed power systems using
capacitive storage are also discussed as the state of the art for capacitor is relatively well
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developed. It also discusses the intermediate energy storage system for pulse compression using
solid and liquid dielectrics. The switch used for pulse shaping is also discussed.
Chapter 3 describes the development of subsystems that are used for the study and testing of the
compact pulse forming line. The design details and fabrication of the primary energy storage
capacitor bank and its power supply, high voltage conical pulse transformer and pulse sharpening
switch. The diagnostic equipments used in the testing of pulse forming lines are also discussed.
Chapter 4 describes the design and developments of compact pulse forming lines. The compact
pulse forming lines can be developed by increasing the dielectric constant, and also the length of
the pulse forming line. Two types of pulse forming lines were developed using solid composite
dielectric and another one using helical inner conductor. The solid composite dielectric pulse
forming line is made up of using composite mixture of barium titanate ceramic and neoprene
rubber, which is used as intermediate energy storage system is presented. Another pulse forming
line is designed and developed using helical inner conductor inside water coaxial pulse forming
line for generation of longer duration rectangular pulse in compact geometry.
Chapter 5 describes the pulsed high voltage testing of solid composite dielectric pulse forming
line. The relative permittivity of the composite mixture is calculated. We also report the
experimental study on the non linear effect of electric field on the relative permittivity of
composite mixture. The water helical pulse forming line is also pulse charged and tested with the
matched load. The compactness achieved as compared to coaxial pulse forming line is reported.
The effect of reduction in the temperature of deionised water inside the pulse forming line on the
pulse width generated across the matched load is also reported. The discussion and analysis of
the result for development of compact pulse forming line is also summarized.
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Chapter 6 describes the novel technique for the development of fast repetitive double pulse
system. The transmission line characteristic of the helical pulse forming line is used to generate
fast repetitive double pulse with extremely small repetition interval. High voltage insulation
rubber tape is placed on the outer surface of SS strip at the initial few turn of the inner helical
conductor, while discharging it generates two fast pulses (~ 100 ns) with very small inter pulse
repetitive interval (~10 ns).
Chapter 7 concludes the findings and proposes lines of future work that will be reflective of
future attractions in this area.
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CHAPTER – 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Compact pulsed power
Compact pulsed power technologies are characterized by concentration of energy both in time
and size to generate pulses of high intensity. Nowadays the pulsed power field is driven by size,
weight, and volume constraints and certain applications require technology that can be deployed
in smaller volume under stressful environments. In both the military and commercial
applications, there is an overwhelming need to provide more and more capability in ever smaller
and lighter packages [20]. The need for higher energy density, power density and efficiency is
driving further progress in the field. The pulse conditioning system is an important part of pulsed
power system, its general functions are the storage, switching, and scaling (Figure 2.01) [21].
Pulse Conditioning System
Prime
Power

High Voltage
Power Supply

Store

Scale

Load

Shape

Figure 2.01 Basic pulsed power supply architecture
In order to minimize the weight and volume of the system, two types of system architectures are
routinely considered. The first architecture is one that stores all the energy required for multiple
pulses and then uses an opening and closing switch to transfer the energy to the load (Figure
2.02). This approach is the simplest in operation, but requires a much larger volume for the
energy storage.
Opening & Closing Switch
Prime Power
Source

Charging
System

Multiple
Pulse Store

Figure 2.02 Multiple pulse store architecture
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Load

The second architecture is a single pulse storage system with repetitive charge system (Figure
2.03).
Charge switch

Prime Power
Source

Closing switch

Charging
System

Multiple
Pulse Store

Load

Figure 2.03 Single pulse storage with recharge
The single pulse system will provide the minimum energy storage volume, but requires increased
complexity. The minimum system volume and thus weight will be one in which all the
operations required to store, scale, and shape the load pulse are performed in the same volume as
illustrated in Figure 2.04.
Shape
Prime Power

High Voltage
Power Supply

Scale

Load

Store

Figure 2.04 Ideal compact pulse power system
The pulsed power has expanded its capabilities in the later half of 20th centaury with the research
and development in improved materials and electrical components with high energy and power
densities. Multidisciplinary university research initiative program was also started in United
States during the starting of 21st century to study the fundamental issues for development of
compact pulsed power systems [3]. The recent advancements in high energy density components
(capacitors, cores etc), and new solid-state devices have enabled pulsed power systems to
undergo reduction in size and weight [22]. Modern electronic products depend on pulsed power
to convert ac or battery power, as the pulsed converter become smaller, and occupy an ever
smaller portion of the product volume. Computers that were once giants have now shrunk to
pocket-size. Our appetite for small, lightweight, yet powerful devices extends well beyond the
domestic purpose to include defence, industry, medicine, and research. The demand is increasing
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for pulsed power to serve ever smaller applications with reliable, efficient, lightweight power
sources and the response has been a sustained trend toward compact pulsed power technologies.
The compact pulsed power research is more application specific nature than an organized effort
[23]. A compact pulsed power technologist absorbs advanced ideas and components from other
efforts and knit them together into a unique system that may have little to do with the original
component or its intended purpose. For example, a high power solid-state switch, developed for
the traction industry, might be combined with a high energy density capacitor, developed for a
small computer power supply, and the entire circuit powered by a long-life battery developed for
a new generation of cellular phones. While the general demand for compact sources increases,
the case by case development of a new source is typically achieved by raw innovation. Many
historic examples of compact pulsed power are available in the literature. One such paper
illustrates how a commercial switching system becomes smaller with each new generation [24],
while others cite examples of compact components, such as capacitors [25], transformers [26],
and pulse generators [27].
2.2 Research issues in compact pulsed power technology
The development of compact pulsed power technology requires combined efforts at three levels:
efficient and robust devices at component levels, novel circuits and architecture at the system
level, and effective technique to deliver fast pulses at the application levels. On-going research
and development at international level in capacitor technology and dielectric materials has
resulted in significant expansion in several dimensions of the film capacitor operating envelope.
Research in high-voltage film capacitors has produced a self-healing feature that extends
capacitor life under harsh pulsed power uses. The new dielectrics have produced new high
energy density materials that enable capacitors to store more energy in ever smaller packages
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[28-29]. The capacitor technology developments have enabled much higher energy densities to
be reached over the last few years. This progress shows no indication of levelling off in the near
future (Figure 2.05).

Figure 2.05 Progress in capacitor energy density versus time [23]
Advancement of capacitor construction methods and dielectric quality has resulted in improved
stored energy density, pulse life, and DC life.
life W J Sergeant [30] has reported a review of
capacitors used in pulsed power systems.
systems. The use of very thin metalized film electrodes is a
significant improvement in capacitor construction technology. If an internal breakdown should
occur, the metal film is vaporized at the fault site and thereby disconnects the problem area from
the remaining capacitor [31].
Ceramic dielectric materials such as dense titania ceramic and nanocrystalline titanium oxide are
developed and studied to make transmission lines with higher energy storage capabilities for
compact pulsed power applications [32-33].
[
]. Very low impedance pulse forming lines can be
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made with ceramic materials for low impedance load such as z-pinches. From the literature
survey it was found that the research on high voltage insulation material is one area which can
help in designing very compact systems. This area of research also explores development of high
relative permittivity material. But both of this will lead to material science research for the
development of new materials. The other reliable solution will be to use the best of the material
available in this field and continue development of compact systems. Ceramic materials very
high relative permittivity and could be used for making compact pulsed power system but it is
not much explored for designing pulsed power system due to its piezoelectric properties. The
newer techniques for storing energy could be explored for making compact pulsed power system.
Study of pulsed breakdown in liquid dielectric has received considerable attention in recent years
due to great demands from pulsed power field for the development of liquid dielectric
transmission lines. Liquids dielectric has played a major role as dielectric material in energy
storage, pulse forming, and switching in the development of pulsed power technology. The
switching utilizes liquid breakdown at high fields, thus going beyond just the insulating property
of liquids. However, in energy storage and pulse forming breakdown is detrimental to the proper
functioning of a pulsed power system. It is also obvious that the size of a pulsed power system
has always been a concern, and the effort of making existing systems even more compact will
have to deal with the higher electric fields that come with the inherently smaller distances of a
compact system. Though an abundance of experimental data is available for breakdown in
various insulating liquids, such as water, cyclohexane, and the noble gases, the basic physics of
liquid breakdown has remained unclear. The two classic physical models are the crack
propagation, which was recently transferred from solid breakdown, and the older bubble
mechanism [34]. The main motivation for the development of liquid dielectrics for pulsed power
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applications is their structural compatibility with high power pulsed system. There are a large
variety of liquids that can be used but for practical usage, mineral oil and water is widely used in
pulsed power systems. Mineral oil has high dielectric strength and small dielectric constant so it
is suitable for making low impedance systems. Water is attractive due to its high dielectric
constant, high dielectric strength and efficient energy storage capability.
The longer duration rectangular pulse has also attracted more and more interest in the
development of pulse power technology. In development of compact pulsed power system, a
general research issue is to improve the system architecture. For example, study the geometrydriven issues in pulse forming line. A paper discussed the edge effect of the water blumlein for
short pulse widths through computational modelling, and optimized the line design based on
three dimensional simulations [35]. Another paper investigated the effects of folds on dielectric
breakdown and the voltage waveform at the load in a folded blumlein [36]. Alternative
topologies and novel engineering techniques should be investigated and the optimization of the
geometry can be done using any electromagnetic software.
An important current trend also in pulsed power technology is the development of compact
repetitive pulsed power systems, which have many important applications in defence and other
industrial areas. The trend in repetitive-pulse-power system design is toward higher energies,
larger average power levels, and faster pulse-repetition rates. There is a great demand of
repetitive pulsed power system, but there are few technical problem needs to be investigated and
resolved. Repetitive pulsed power generation by compact sources is being developed for
industrial applications. Successful introduction of pulsed power technologies in industries
depends to a great extent on the availability of highly efficient and reliable cost-effective
sources. Compact repetitive pulsed power systems can be improved by enhancing the peak and
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average power output, increasing the pulse repetition frequency and reducing the equipment size
to meet the demands of the increasing applications [37]. Improvements can be made in pulsed
power system components. The electrical insulation and dielectric breakdown should be
considered as the design criteria of an improved compact repetitive system.
Some issues of fundamental importance are needed to be investigated for compact pulsed power
system developments such as new materials for high dielectric strength and high dielectric
constant, exploring alternate engineering topologies for compact systems, improvements in
switches etc. The research issues are still open on studying and utilizing new materialsdielectrics, insulators, metals, and interface in the design of components of the compact pulsed
power systems. Fundamental studies on compact pulsed power system development with new
materials and novel engineering techniques are needed to be investigated to reduce the size of the
system. The energy density of pulsed power systems is often limited by the storage capabilities
of the dielectric subsystem. Advances in pulsed power switches, capacitors, pulse forming line
are necessary to develop compact, reliable electrical power on directed energy systems as well as
space platforms for military applications. Research is also underway by to gauge the future of
compact pulsed power by investigating the fundamental limits of dielectric materials and pulsed
power components.
2.3 Primary energy storage system
The primary energy storage systems generally used are capacitive, inductive, chemical and
inertial. Electrical energy is typically stored in capacitors as electric field and inductors as
magnetic field. It can also be stored as mechanical energy in rotating wheel and flywheel, and in
the form of chemical energy in batteries and explosives. Table 2.01 shows the salient features
and comparison of these energy storage systems.
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Primary energy Energy density Energy /Weight Typical transfer
storage device

(MJ/m3)

(J/Kg)

Time (Seconds)

Capacitors

0.01 – 1

300 – 500

microseconds

Explosives

6000

5 x 106

microseconds

Inductors

3 – 40

102 – 103

micro – milliseconds

Flywheel

400

104 - 105

seconds

Battery

2000

106

hundreds of seconds

Table 2.01 Comparison of energy storage systems
High explosives have the highest energy density and the shortest energy release times, but they
are limited to single-shot operation and require auxiliary equipment to convert their chemical
energy into electrical energy. A battery has a high energy storage density but a low power delivery
capability, and requires both long charge and discharge times. Inertial storage has a high storage
density and a moderate power output capability, and capacitors have the highest electrical
discharge capability but they have a relatively low energy storage density. Releasing this stored
energy over a very short interval to generate peak power by a process called energy compression.
Electrical energy stored in a pulsed power system is released in the form of an intense high
voltage and high power pulse or repetitive pulses. There has been rapid development in electrical
pulsed power systems over the past few decades. Two different means of energy storage utilized
in electrical pulsed power systems are capacitive energy storage (CES) and inductive energy
storage (IES). The circuits of the inductive storage systems are duals of the corresponding
capacitive storage systems (Figure 2.06). The CES has capacitor banks and closing switches
while IES has inductive coils and opening switch. In IES the switch must carry the large coil
current during the storage time, interrupt the current, and then withstand the high voltage
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generated by the coil current flowing through the load. The opening switch problem is difficul
difficult
enough for single-shot
shot operation in many applications [38]. There are two major obstacles to
the practical use of inductive storage in pulsed power systems,, both of which become
obvious when the basic capacitive and inductive energy discharge circuits are
ar compared.

Fig
Figure
2.06 Comparison of CES and IES
In the capacitive
tive energy discharge circuit (Figure
(F
2.07) the capacitor C is ch
charged through a
resistor R to voltage V. The time constant for the selfself discharge of the capacitor is τc = RcC
where Rc is the leakage resistance,
resistance, may be of the order of tens of minutes. For such capacitors,
the charging current can be kept fairly low. In a practical system the capacitor will typically be
discharged into the load ZL by means of the closing switch Sc. The discharge current is usually
large compared to the charging current and a capacitive discharge circuit can be considered as a
current amplifier.

Figure 2.07
2.0 Capacitive energy discharge circuit
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If dWC/ dt is the rate of increase of stored energy in the capacitor and dWR/dt is the rate at which
energy is dissipated in the load, then during charging the capacitor we have

























 

(2.01)

Where R is in series with C and V is the voltage across C.
Suppose the capacitor C is charged by a constant current charger (It),, such that
that, V(t) = It/C ,
Then equation 2.01
.01 can be written as,
as









(2.02)



Where T is the charging time of the capacitor and slow charging is best since this gives T >> τc
and a low loss in the resistor R while the capacitor is charging.
In the inductive energy storage circuit (Figure 2.08),, the inductor L is charged to a current I, and
the time constant for the L-R
R circuit is τL = L/R, where R is the combined series resistance of the
current source, the switch So and the inductor.

Figure 2.08
2.0 Inductive discharge circuit
For inductive
ductive energy storage systems, τL can be in the order of seconds, which means that inductors
have to be charged in relatively short times, and
a high power primary sources are needed. The
energy stored in the inductor is transferred to the load by means of an opening switch So, which
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interrupts the current (I) in the charging circuit and a closing switch Sc, which in turn connects to
the load ZL. Due to the rapid decrease of current, a high voltage of magnitude L(dl/dt) is induced
across the opening switch and load, and inductive discharge circuits can, therefore, be
considered as voltage amplifiers.
If dWL/dt is the rate of stored energy in the inductor L and dWR/dt is the rate at which energy is
dissipated in the load the rate of energy in the magnetic field of the inductor, divided by the
energy dissipated in the series resistance in the same time is













 



  

  

(2.03)

Now di/dt = i/T, where T is the charging time and L/R = τL, the inductor time constant, So for a
high charging efficiency, i.e a large (dWL/dt)/(dWR/dt), one must ensure that τL/T is large, which
means charging rapidly with respect to the inductor time constant. It is evident that the two major
technical complexities encountered in inductive energy storage systems are the charging circuit,
because of the necessary fast charging of the inductor, and the opening switch because of its
in built complexities at the currents and voltage involved [39]. Energy storage for pulsed power
systems commonly implies capacitive storage for which the state of the art is relatively well
developed. The components of capacitor banks, including capacitors and switches, are
commercially available and relatively inexpensive. We will be using capacitive energy storage
system for primary energy storage in our project. It is very essential to study and investigate
different type of capacitors and select best suitable capacitor to make a compact system.
2.31 Capacitors for pulsed power
The recent advancements in energy storage capacitor technologies have enabled reduction in size
of pulsed power systems. R. A Cooper et. al. [40] has reported the progress in the reduction of
inductance to 50 nH in energy storage capacitor. Improvement in polymer film quality and
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construction techniques has increased the energy densities [30]. Energy storage capacitors have
been developed over a long time and a lot of them got their names from the material used as
dielectric and the electrode type. The capacitors used for compact pulsed power application are
shown in Figure 2.09. Dielectric is an important component in capacitors to store the electrical
energy. Most of the dielectrics used nowadays are ceramics, plastic films, oxide layer on metal
(aluminium, tantalum, niobium), natural materials (mica, glass, paper, air, vacuum). All of them
store their electrical charge statically within an electric field. The important parameters of these
dielectric used in capacitors are mentioned in Table 2.01

Figure 2.09 Capacitors used in compact pulsed power applications
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Capacitor
Type
Ceramic

Dielectric Material
Paraelectric

Permittivity
@ 1 kHz
12 – 40

Max dielectric Min dielectric
strength(V/µm) thickness (µm)
< 100
1

Ceramic

Ferroelectric

200 - 14000

< 25

0.5

Film

Polypropylene

2.2

650

3.0

Film

Polyester

3.3

580

0.7

Film

Polyphenylene sulfide

3.0

470

1.2

Film

Polyethylene Naphthalate

3.0

500

0.9

Film

Polytetrafluroethylene

2.0

250

5.5

Paper

Paper

3.5 – 5.5

60

5 – 10

Aluminum Aluminum oxide ( Al2O3)

9.6

710

< 0.01

Tantalum

Tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5)

26

625

< 0.01

Niobium

Niobium pentoxide (Nb2O5)

42

455

< 0.01

Mica

Mica

5-8

118

4 - 50

Table 2.02 Parameters of dielectric used in capacitor [41 - 43]
A ceramic capacitor is a non-polarized capacitor made up of ceramic material and metal in which
the ceramic material acts as the dielectric and the metal as the electrodes. The ceramic material is
composed out of a mixture of finely ground granules paraelectric or ferroelectric materials,
modified by mixing oxides, which are necessary to achieve the capacitor’s desired
characteristics. Paraelectric ceramic capacitor has high stability and low losses for temperature
compensation in resonant circuit application. Ferroelectric ceramic capacitor has high volumetric
efficiency for buffer, by-pass and coupling applications. Ceramic capacitor has high current
limitations so they are not preferred for fast discharge applications.
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Film capacitors are non polarized capacitors with an insulating plastic film as the dielectric. The
dielectric films are drawn in a special process to an extremely thin thickness, provided with
metallic electrodes and wound into a cylindrical shaped winding. The electrodes of film
capacitors may be metalized aluminium or zinc applied to the surface of the plastic film.
Metalized film capacitors possess self-healing properties that is dielectric breakdowns between
the electrodes are not leading to the destruction of the capacitor. The metalized type of
construction makes it possible to produce wound capacitors with larger capacitance values (up to
100 µF and larger) in smaller cases than within the film/foil construction. Film/foil capacitors or
metal foil capacitors are made of two plastic films as the dielectric each covered with a thin
metal foil, mostly aluminium, as the electrodes. The advantage of this construction is the easy
contractibility of the metal foil electrodes and the excellent current pulse strength. A key
advantage of every film capacitor internal construction is direct contact to the electrodes on both
ends of the winding. This contact keeps all current paths to the entire electrode very short. The
setup behaves like a large number of individual capacitors connected in parallel, thus reducing
the internal ohmic losses and the parasitic inductance. The inherent geometry of film capacitor
structure results in very low ohmic losses and a very low parasitic inductance, which makes them
especially suitable for applications with very high surge currents applications, or for applications
at higher frequencies. The plastic films used as dielectric for film capacitors are Polypropylene,
Polyester, Polyphenylene Sulphide, Polyethylene Naphthalate and Polytetrafluoroethylene or
Teflon .
Kraft paper is impregnated with electrical grade castor oil or similar high dielectric constant fluid
with extended foil plates. It is designed for intermittent duty, high current discharge application.
The advantage of these capacitors is enhanced tolerance to voltage reversal and its disadvantages
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are lower energy densities and large size. Dry and oil filled constructions are available using a
variety of dielectric materials- polypropylene, kraft and polyester with both foil and metalized
electrodes. In recent times the high energy density achieved from metalized, segmented
metalized paper and segmented metalized polypropylene has allowed designers to benefit from
the higher energy density achieved from this construction.
Electrolytic capacitors have a metallic anode which is covered with an oxidized layer used as
dielectric. The second electrode of electrolytic capacitors is a non solid or solid electrolyte.
Electrolytic capacitors are polarized electrical components. Three families of electrolytic
capacitors used are aluminium electrolytic capacitors with aluminium oxide as dielectric,
tantalum electrolytic capacitors with tantalum pentoxide as dielectric, niobium electrolytic
capacitors with niobium pentoxide as dielectric [44]. The anode of electrolytic capacitors is
highly roughened to extend the surface area which increases the capacitance value. The relatively
high permittivity of the oxide layers gives these capacitors the very high capacitance per unit
volume compared with film or ceramic capacitors. The electrical parameters of the capacitors are
established by the material and composition of the electrolyte, especially by the conductivity.
Three types of electrolytes used are non solid electrolyte which has electrical conductivity ( ~
10 mS/cm), Solid manganese oxide electrolyte is of high quality and forms long time stable
capacitors, its electrical conductivity (~ 100 mS/cm), Solid conductive polymer electrolyte for
capacitors with very low ESR values down to values <10 mΩ, its electrical conductivity (~
10,000 mS/cm). The larger capacitance per unit volume of electrolytic capacitors than other
types makes them valuable in relatively high-current and low-frequency electrical circuits.
The supercapacitor is an electrochemical capacitor whose capacitance value is composed of a
static capacitance stored in electric field with in double layer and pseudo capacitance stored
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electrochemically with redox reactions and charge transfer between electrode and electrolyte
[45]. The capacitance of double layer capacitor is the charge stored statically in electric fields
within the double-layers on the surfaces of the two electrodes. A double layer is a structure that
appears on the solid surface of an electrode when it is placed into a liquid. The thickness of this
structure acting like a dielectric is on the scale of nanometers so it has the energy density
hundreds of times greater compared with conventional electrolytic capacitors. The pseudo
capacitors store charges through adsorption, reversible redox reactions and intercalation of ions
combined with charge transfer between electrolyte and electrode [46]. Pseudo capacitors can
achieve much higher specific capacitance and energy density than double layer capacitors. The
energy density of a pseudo capacitor can be as much as 100 times higher than in a double-layer
capacitor. In parallel to the research of the pseudocapacitance the conductivity of electrolytes for
double-layer capacitors could be reduced. Low ohmic double layer capacitors for high power
applications were developed. Hybrid capacitors were developed it has new electrode materials
such as Lithium ion to increase the pseudocapacitance.
Capacitors used in pulse power circuits are generally high voltage, fast discharge type designed
to have low inductance and low series resistance. Typically they are charged over a relatively
long period of time and then discharged via a closing switch in microseconds or milliseconds.
The figure of merit used in assessing pulsed power capacitors includes energy density, peak
current rating, inductance and reliable lifetime [47]. The rapid charging capacitor bank power
supplies using solid state devices available in market. These power supplies are prone to failure
in intense electromagnetic environment. Power supplies can be made using simple resistive
charging circuit and its resistance is optimized for the fast charging [48].
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2.4 High voltage generator for pulse charging
High voltage generation circuits are either based on Marx
arx generator or a pulse transformer. Marx
generators offer a common way of generating high voltage impulses that are higher than the
available charging supply voltage. Fast rise time, low energy and high peak power Marx
generators are developed using ceramic capacitors for applications in UWB [49] and using
plastic case capacitors for HPM sources
s
[50]. At lower energy levels (< 5 kJ) pulse
p
transformer
driven circuits are designed to operate as Tesla
esla or double resonance circuit that has added
advantage over Marx generator due to its compact size, low input voltage on primary side, low
driving energy requirement, only one single switch for energy transfer and capacity to run on
high repetition rates. The pulse transformer transfers the energy efficiently from energy storage
capacitor to another capacitor under matched load condition.
condition For the maximum energy transfer,
it is mandatory to have a coupling coefficient between windings of the transformer
transformer as 0.6, 0.385
or 0.153 [51 - 52]. The unloaded waveforms of Tesla
esla transformer for coupling coefficients are
shown in Figure 2.10.

esla transformer output [51]
Figure 2.10 Unloaded waveforms of Tesla
E.A Abramayan et. al. [53 -54]
54] has reported the design and development of micro second
duration transformer based accelerator for intense electron beam generation. P Sarkar et. al. [55]
has also reported the design of half Mega volt transformer for EMP generation.
generation.
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2.5 Intermediate energy storage system
The pulse transformers that are used in the microsecond range cannot be used to transform highvoltage pulses of nanosecond duration because of higher inductances and capacitances of the
windings that lengthen the pulse rise time and distort the pulse waveform. So, an intermediate
energy storage system is needed to deliver peak power to the loads. An intermediate energy
storage system accumulates electrical energy over a comparatively long time, and then releases
the stored energy in the form of a square pulse of comparatively short duration for various pulsed
power applications. They are also known as pulse forming lines (PFL) or pulse forming networks
(PFN). A PFN consists of a series of high voltage energy storage capacitors and inductors. These
components are interconnected (as a "ladder network") that behaves similarly to a length of
transmission line. The component values of the PFN are optimized to synthesize a pulse output
with minimum flattop ripple. A PFL or PFN is charged by means of a high voltage power source,
and then rapidly discharged into a load via a high voltage switch, such as a sparkgap.
2.51 Pulse forming lines
Pulse forming line is simplest of all pulse conditioning techniques, it starts with slow charging
process and gets tens of nanoseconds output pulses with flat top amplitude. It can be made by off
the shelf available coaxial cable or putting two-three concentric cylinders. Coaxial PFL is the
simplest both in terms of structure and operation. It is simple to construct and easy to operate,
however, the drawback is that the output voltage is half of the charging voltage. A brief
comparison of various types of PFL’s is mentioned in Table 2.03. The electrical energy is stored
in the dielectric medium of the intermediate energy storage system for very short duration
(micro-seconds to milliseconds). Solid and liquid dielectrics are used for pulsed energy storage
in the PFL. The compactness of the system depends up on the dielectric constant of the medium.
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S.No

Characteristics

Coaxial PFL

Blumlein PFL

Strip forming line

1

Characteristic Impedance

High

Very high

Low

2

Size

Medium

Large

Compact

3

Electric Field

Low

Low

High

4

Output Voltage

Half of charging

Equal to charging

Half of charging

5

Operating Voltage

Medium

High

Low

Table 2.03 Comparison of various PFLs
2.511 Pulse forming line using solid dielectric
Solid dielectrics materials have higher breakdown strength compared to liquid and gases
dielectrics. A good solid dielectric should have low dielectric loss, high mechanical strength,
should be free from gaseous inclusions, and moisture, and be resistant to thermal and chemical
deterioration. Studies of the electrical breakdown in solid dielectrics are of extreme importance
in pulsed power applications. When breakdown occurs, the solid dielectric get permanently
damaged, while gases fully and liquids partly recover their dielectric strength after the applied
electric field is removed. The conductivity of solid dielectric is not negligible when the electric
field exceeds more than 100 kV/cm, it increases rapidly with electric field. The conductivity in
solid dielectric at higher fields is due to field emission from electrodes, field aided thermionic
emission and field enhanced ionization of impurities. The breakdown strength can be improved
by ultimately reducing or inhibiting these effects. The main factors that influence the solid
breakdown strength are dielectric type and properties, thermodynamic and mechanical states,
structural defects and impurities, electrode material and surface conditions, applied voltage, gap
geometry, other environmental effects, etc [57 - 58].
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The static and dynamic nature of high voltage testing is used for the testing of solid dielectric
insulation. M M Morcas et. al. [59] and D B Watson et. al. [60] has reported a brief overview of
the application of statistical methods to establish the insulation strength and life time of solid
dielectrics. The short term solid dielectric breakdown studies is also reported by weibull
statistical analysis [61- 63]. Solid dielectric is generally considered to be non-recoverable in the
event of dielectric breakdown but there are single shot pulsed power applications where its use is
warranted. This can result in increased system capacitance with the possibility of operating at
increased energy levels or reduced system volumes. However solid insulation failure under
pulsed power conditions is not fully understood. Solid dielectric materials have been used as
intermediate energy store for pulse compression using high voltage cables [64]. The
investigation on high dielectric strength with high dielectric constant materials is one area which
can help in designing very compact and sophisticated systems. Ceramic materials has very high
relative permittivity and could be explored for making compact pulsed power system, but it is
not much used in pulsed power system due to its piezoelectric properties [4]. Ceramic mixed
with epoxies are tried and considerable increase in dielectric constant was seen [4]. Ceramic tiles
have been made and it has been possible to charge them up to 60 kV [33].
2.512 Pulse forming line using liquid dielectric
Liquid dielectric is used in high voltage systems to serve the dual purpose of insulation and heat
conduction. The advantage of liquid dielectric is that a breakdown path is self healing and the
temporary failures due to overvoltage are reinsulated quickly by fluid flow to the attached area.
Efforts to understand breakdown mechanisms in a variety of liquid dielectric are continued for
longer time. There is no single theory that has been unanimously accepted for breakdown in
liquid dielectric unlike in gases and solid because of complex and not regular molecular structure
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of liquid. The effect of short- and long-term electric strengths of dielectrics as functions of
various influencing factors is studied and reported [65]. Methods of improving working field
strengths and calculating the static, volt-second and statistical characteristics of the electric
strength of insulation and the insulation service lifetime and reliability are also investigated.
Factors influencing the electric strength includes dielectric material properties, states (pressure,
density, viscosity, temperature, molecular, mechanical stress condition, etc.), electrode material,
electrode surface, contaminations, polarity (for dc and impulse), type (for ac, frequency is also a
factor), duration (for pulses) of the voltage, insulation gap geometry and other environmental
conditions [58]. The increase in hydrostatic pressure will increase the electric strength of liquids
for large electrode areas and for long voltage pulses (>1 µs) [66]. For very pure liquids under
short-term voltage exposure, the main effect of temperature on electric strength is due to the
temperature-dependent density. The electric strength slowly decreases with the increasing
temperature and the decrease in voltage duration weakens this effect [67 - 68]. The dependence
of electric strength on electrode material is due to the variations in the work function for
electrons going from metals to liquids. The electric strength of liquid is mainly affected by the
anode material. Degassing of electrode material increases the electric strength of degassed
liquids for dc and ac voltages by 15-20%. Shielding the electrode surface by ionic layers and
heating the volume of liquid adjacent to micro-tips by high-voltage conduction currents are two
means to increase local electrical conductivity and consequently increase the electric strength of
gaps with liquid insulation. Coaxial pulse forming lines are widely used for pulse compression.
T.H Martin [69] has reported oil based helical pulse forming line having pulse power system
rated 1 MV, 75 Ω, 100 ns with capacitance of 750 pF. The coaxial pulse forming line 60” long,
30” diameter with impedance and transit time of 11 Ω and 15 ns is converted to 1 MV, 260 ns,
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75 Ω. An oil sparkgap has been used as output switch with 0.26 MV/cm breakdown strength.
V.P Singal et. al [70] has also reported the development of blumlein based helical line storage
element for generation of 150 kV, 5 µs pulse. Water helical pulse forming line will also
significantly reduce the size of the system. Water free from mechanical impurities and gas is
used in pulse power system and reduces the dimension of the system. Water has a breakdown
strength ~ 130 kV/cm at pulses with duration of ~ 1 µs and electrode areas of up to tens of square
meters, a large relative permittivity (~ 80) and a small loss tangent in the frequency range of 0 –
1 GHz [71 - 72].
2.6 High voltage switch
The switch is an important component of pulsed power system, which controls the flow of
current in a circuit and also shapes the pulse. The switch used in pulsed power system to transfer
peak power has operating time in range of ~ 1 ns to ~ 10 μs. The switches capable for handling
giga-watt power and having very small jitter time (~ few ns) are frequently needed in pulsed
power applications [39]. The conventional switches are no longer adequate to meet these
requirements so the development of new types of switches becomes necessary. The high power
switches are classified according to the mode of its operation as closing switch and opening
switch. The closing switch is used to make the electrical circuitry and the current increases from
zero to the maximum value with the fall in voltage across the switch. The opening switch is used
to open the electrical circuitry and the current fall from the maximum value to zero with the
increase in the holding voltage of the switch. These switches are generally trigged by external
sources. The rise time of the switch determines its operational limits. The rise time of the switch
is governed by three limits [5].
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-

Rate of carrier generation in the insulating medium of uniform field intensity resulting in
critical charge density in a given time.

-

Finiteness of propagation time of the electromagnetic wave across the switch

-

Circuit model in which the resistive and inductive models determines the rate of rise of
voltage pulse.

Figure 2.11 Switches used in pulsed power system
The switches used in pulsed power systems are shown in Figure (2.11). Sparkgap switch is used
as a closing switch in pulsed power system. It has simple design, low cost, and its outstanding
switching characteristics displays an excellent voltage withstand capacity (around a few MV)
and a high charge transfer capability. Sparkgap switches have fast nanosecond duration closure
time. A gas switch can be considered to be electrically closed when under a high electrical field
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stress the insulating gas between the electrodes becomes conducting and a plasma channel
develops. The gap length between the two electrodes should be kept to a minimum to lower the
inductance of the gap. A small gap can however break at an undesirable low voltage, although
this can be avoided by pressurization of the gas medium. The breakdown voltage depends on
both pressure and length of gap. The plot of breakdown voltage with product of pressure–
pressure
distance is called paschen curve. The paschen curve for gases is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 Breakdown voltage and P
Pressure-distance curve for gases
The sparkgap
gap switch is still not replaceable when a compact pulsed power system is required to
generate high voltage (> 10 kV) and high current (> 1 kA) with fast rising (sub-nanosecond)
(sub
electric pulses. The primary limitation lies
lie in lifetime and repeatability, other
ther shortcomings with
spark gaps are related to electrode erosio
erosion,
n, insulator degradation, high arc inductance, and costly
triggering systems [73]. The recovery of the sparkgap between the first and subsequent pulses is
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a very important phenomenon in repetitive pulsed sparkgaps operation [74]. Pressurized
sparkgaps switches with hydrogen gas and pressure up to 120 kg/cm2 has been used for fast
switching up to 100 ps for ultra wide band generation [75]. Moran et. al [76 - 77] describes a
high repetition rate hydrogen sparkgap operating at pressures upto 7 MPa and 0.1 mm to 10 mm
gap. In a triggatron mode, a recovery time of 100 µs has been obtained. Faster recovery times
have been reported when the sparkgap was operated well below the self BDV. Recovery times
lower by an order of magnitude can be obtained by operating the sparkgap below fifty percent of
self BDV. The recovery time of hydrogen is slower at low pressure by an order of magnitude
compared to argon, it is an order of magnitude faster at very high pressure. The recovery of a
mixture of hydrogen and argon falls between the curves for separated gases. Experiments of fast
recovery of hydrogen gas switch were also conducted on a 600 kV, 10 µs, 5 pulse, and 10 kHz
burst mode pulse power system.
Semiconductor switches are used for fast switching fast switching but it is limited by its power
handling capacities. These switches have become popular owing to their compactness, better
service time, efficiency and reliability over other switches in their operational regime.
2.7 Summary
The literature update and research issues in the development of compact pulsed power
technology is discussed. The sub-systems required for the generation of high power pulse are
also discussed. To develop compact pulsed power technology, the combined research efforts are
required at component levels, system level and application level. The new components of the
pulsed power system could be developed using new high energy density materials such as
ceramics. The system level research leads to the investigation of novel architectural technique to
reduce the size of the pulsed power system.
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CHAPTER – 3
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The block diagram of the experimental set up for testing of compact pulse forming lines is shown
in Figure 3.01. The primary energy storage capacitor bank was charged with high voltage power
supply, and then discharged into the primary of pulse transformer through a triggered sparkgap
switch. The high voltage generated across the secondary of the pulse transformer charges the
compact pulse forming line, which then discharges through a self breakdown switch into the
load.
Triggered switch

High Voltage
Power Supply

Capacitor
bank

Self-breakdown switch

Pulse
Transformer

Compact
Pulse
Forming
Line

Load

Figure 3.01 Block diagram of experimental setup

The circuit diagram of the compact pulsed power system is shown in Figure 3.02. The supply
mains (Vac) is given to input of variac (V_TX), the output of variac is given to the input of step
up transformer (TX) to gradually increase the voltage, the secondary of the step up transformer is
then connected to the voltage multiplier circuit to generate high voltage. The high voltage power
supply is connected to the capacitor bank (C_bank) through a decoupling switch (DC_SW), after
charging the capacitor bank to the rated voltage the power supply is disconnected with
decoupling switch. The sparkgap switch (SW1) is triggered to discharge into the primary of the
air core pulse transformer (Lp). The high voltage generated across the secondary (Ls) will charge
the compact pulse forming line. The self breaking sparkgap switch (SW2) break at the set
voltage and a high power pulse is transferred to the load (Z).
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Figure 3.02 Circuit diagram of the pulsed power system
3.1 High voltage power supply
The capacitor bank was charged with a multiplier based in house developed 25 kV high voltage
power supply (Figure 3.03). Supply main voltage (230 V, 50 Hz) was given to primary of the
variac (0-230
230 V) to gradually increase the input voltage to the primary of step up transformer
(230 V / 5 kV).
). The secondary of the transformer was connected to a five stage voltage
multiplier circuit to charge the capacitor bank. The five stage multiplier
er circuit was built with ElCi-Ar make capacitorss (5 kV, 0.22µF) and high voltage diode (10kV,
10kV, 500mA).
500mA Higher voltage
can be generated by increasing the number of stages
stage in the multiplier circuit. The power supply
was decoupled after charging the capacitor bank to the rated voltage by a pneumatically operated
decoupling switch.

Figure 3.03 Multiplier based power supply
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3.2 Capacitor bank
The primary energy storage capacitor bank consists of the large numbers of low inductance
capacitors connected in parallel, its switches and the power supplies.. The low inductance
capacitors available are selected for designing the primary energy storage system. A primary
energy storage capacitor bank was designed and developed,, which was used in the primary
circuit of the pulse transformer to generate high voltage pulses and charge the pulse forming line.
High voltage energy storage capacitor (Yesha Make: 200 J/ 50 kV/0.16µF
kV/0.16µF) was used in the
capacitor bank. The inductance
ductance of the capacitor bank was 200 nH. The
he capacitor bank was made
up of eight number of 0.16µF capacitor connected in parallel that can be charged up to 50 kV.
The capacitor terminals are connected in parallel with the aluminium plate
late (Figure 3.04). Four
numbers of RG 213 cables were used to connect the capacitor bank to the sparkgap switch. The
energy stored in the capacitor bank
ban was discharged
charged by triggering the sparkgap
spark
switch. The
capacitor bank parameters are mentioned in Table 3.02

Figure 3.04 Capacitor bank
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Stored Energy

1.6 kJ

Peak Charging Voltage

50 kV

Capacitance

1.29 µF

Inductance

200nH

Peak current

125 kA

Size

100 x 60 x 30 cm

Table 3.01 Parameters of capacitor bank
The capacitor bank was connected to the primary of the pulse transformer through a triggered
sparkgap switch. After charging the capacitor bank to the rated voltage the power supply was
decoupled from the capacitor bank. The sparkgap switch was then triggered to break and the
capacitor bank discharges into the primary of the pulse transformer. The sparkgap switch can
operate in 8kV to 50kV range by adjusting pressure in the gap. Four numbers of RG 213 coaxial
cables of 0.8 meters length were used to keep the inductance low and are connected to the
primary of pulse transformer through a triggered sparkgap switch. The inductance of the
capacitor bank and the connecting cable was 200 nH and 50 nH. The advantage of using coaxial
cables was that they are flexible and therefore they offer shock absorbing capability. These
cables are used in parallel to reduce the inductance and to increase the current carrying capacity.
3.3 High voltage pulse transformer
The pulse transformer has two mutually coupled circuits. The primary circuit has high voltage
capacitor bank which discharges into low inductive primary winding through a switch. The
secondary circuit has a high inductance secondary winding mutually coupled to the primary
winding and the load capacitance. Every discharge in the primary circuit magnifies the voltage in
the secondary coil. Figure 3.05 shows an air core pulse transformer, with the resonant circuits
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(L1C1 and L2C2) coupled through their mutual inductance M, R1 and R2 are the resistance in the
primary and secondary circuits. The open circuit resonant frequencies of the two circuits are
chosen to be equal for complete energy transfer from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit
[78].

I
coupled primary and secondary circuits
Figure 3.05 Inductively
As the sparkgap (Sc) closes, the energy stored in the primary capacitor C1 feeds L1 and the
primary circuit oscillates close to its resonance frequency defined by the values of C1 and L1.
Part of this energy is magnetically
tically coupled into the secondary L2 that oscillates with its own
resonance frequency. The amplitude of the resultant oscillation is at a maximum when these two
are in phase. The energy transfers back and forth from one circuit to the other with this frequency
freq
until it is entirely dissipated in resistive and RF losses.
The primary capacitor C1 is initially charged, and when the sparkgap is closed
closed, operation of the
transformer is described
d by the following equations [79
[ - 80].
For the primary circuit
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And for the secondary circuit
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If q1 and q2 are the instantaneous charge on the capacitor C1 and C2, then
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And equations 2.04 and 2.05 may be written as
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Introducing the differential operator  ( =





) and combining equation 3.03 and 3.04 gives
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Equation 3.05 has four complex roots Ei and its solution can be written in terms of the charge on
the capacitors as
 = ∑ , exp (0 )
 = ∑ 1 exp (0 )
Where , and 1 are constant (and i = 1..,4), which can be evaluated by using the boundary
conditions at t = 0 of
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  0,  =  (initial charge on C1) and dq1 = dq2 = 0
Subsequently, the primary and secondary capacitor voltages can be written as
2 =



=



2 =
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∑ 1 exp(0 )
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Solution of equations 3.09 and 3.10, when the primary and secondary resistances are neglected
gives the voltage developed across the secondary circuit capacitance C2 as
2 =
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ωa and ωb are the resonance frequencies of the primary and secondary circuits when coupled; the
physical constraints on the values of k and T ensure that ωa and ωb are always real. Equation
(3.11) shows that the secondary voltage is a high frequency oscillation (ωb + ωa) / 2 which is
amplitude modulated by another low frequency oscillation (ωb - ωa) / 2.
The optimum design of pulse transformer depends upon the coefficient of coupling, turning ratio
and dielectric medium [81]. The secondary capacitance of pulse transformer is determined by the
capacitance of the pulse forming line and the inter winding capacitance of the secondary of the
pulse transformer. A compact high voltage pulse transformer was designed and developed for
pulse charging and testing of the pulse forming lines. The primary energy storage capacitance
was determined by the availability of the capacitors. The primary capacitance was the
capacitance of the energy storage capacitor. The primary of the pulse transformer was energized
by discharging a 1.29 µF capacitor bank as discussed in section 3.2. The capacitor bank was
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discharged through a triggered sparkgap switch. The inductance of the capacitor bank and
connecting cable were 200 nH and 50 nH. The inductance of the cables is added in series to the
primary inductance of the transformer. The secondary capacitance of the pulse transformer was
determined by the capacitance of the pulse forming line used for intermediate energy store. We
will be designing a pulse transformer to charge 5nF – 6 nF capacity pulse forming line.
For resonance condition L1, C1 should be close to L2, C2, so we select the parameters as
mentioned Table 3.02.
Primary Capacitance

1.29 µF

Primary Inductance

450 nH

Secondary Capacitance

5.5 nF

Secondary Inductance

110 µH

Table 3.02 Parameter of the pulse transformer required
For the requirement of the project and the testing of the pulse forming line a pulse transformer
has to be fabricated with primary and secondary inductance close to 200 nH and 110 µH.
3.31 Fabrication of the pulse transformer
A pulse transformer was fabricated with primary inductance of 200 nH and secondary inductance
of 110 µH. A single turn copper sheet was used to make the primary of the pulse transformer and
RG 213 cable with braid removed was used as the secondary of the pulse transformer.
3.311 Cylindrical primary winding
A 0.5 mm copper sheet was used to make the primary of the pulse transformer. The internal
diameter and height of the primary coil was 240 mm and 300 mm. The primary coil was placed
on the polyvinyl chloride cylinder to support it. Four numbers of RG 213 cables (0.8 meters) are
used to connect the primary coil to the capacitor bank through a sparkgap switch (Figure 3.06).
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Figure 3.06 Primary winding of the pulse transformer
3.312 Conical secondary winding
A tapered construction (with the larger diameter at the bottom) was used for the secondary coils
to avoid any break-down at the high voltage end of the secondary winding. The high voltage
appears at the upper end (as the lower end is grounded) and the greater space around the high
voltage terminal prevents the possibility of any high-voltage break down. The secondary winding
was placed inside the deldrin mandrel used to support the primary winding. The secondary
winding was formed by 28 turns of commercially available stripped RG 213 cable in diameter
wrapped around a conical mandrel with a lower diameter of 170 mm, an upper diameter of 140
mm. The diameter of wire with 3mm and the pitch of winding is 7.2 mm (Figure 3.07). The
secondary of the pulse transformer was connected to the inner and outer conductor of the pulse
forming line.
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Figure 3.07 Secondary winding of pulse transformer
3.32 Filamentary modelling of conical pulse transformer
The filamentary modelling of the high voltage pulse transformer is done to calculate the
inductance of the primary winding, secondary winding and the mutual inductance between them.
In the filamentary modelling the given assembly of conductors is divided into an assembly of
filaments in the direction of the current paths through the conductor. The filaments must be
sufficiently small for the current distribution in their cross section to be regarded as uniform and
the dimensions should be much less than the equivalent skin depth. The number of filaments
required to describe accurately their properties under transient conditions is obtained by
calculating the parameters for a relatively small numbers of filaments and then repeating the
calculations for a progressively increased number until the differences between successive
calculations are less than about 1% [82].
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By assuming a uniform current distribution across the cross section of the filaments the self
inductances and mutual inductance between every possible pair of filaments can readily be
calculated from the well known formulae (Appendix 1). Thereby the electromagnetic problem
was reduced to a simple circuit problem in which the solid conductors are represented by an
assembly of current filaments. The currents in each branch are defined as state variables and the
circuit equations were written as set of linear first order differential equations that have to be
solved for the circuit currents. A typical set of equations will appear in matrix form as
,

B


A ,
−
−
A
A −
−
−
−
A
@E, E,

… ,E

2
H 
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GA G A G
…
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=
…
− GA . G A . G
…
− GA . G A . G
…
E F @E F @2E F

(3.14)

Where N is the number of filament Ii (i=1……N) is the current in the ith filament. Vi(i=1…..N) is
the complete inductive voltage term in the circuit containing the i filament and Mi,j (j=1…..N) is
the mutual inductance between the ith and jth filaments. When i=j , Mi,j becomes Li the self
inductance of the it filament and equation (1) can be written in compact form as


J∑E
KL ,K K M  2 ( N  1 … . O)

(3.15)

The set of first order differential equations that corresponds to the filamentary circuits model can
be solved using numerical ordinary differential equation with the filamentary currents thus
calculated providing the current distribution in the conductors. Most electromagnetic devices
encountered in the pulsed power have rotational symmetry about one axis which is termed axial
symmetry. Because of this situation the model here is restricted to the cylindrical co-ordinates
(r,z,θ) with symmetry about the z axis. Therefore in the most general case, the effect of an
arbitrary current path through symmetrical conductors can be defined in terms of combination of
z and θ currents.
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Once the filamentary currents of any transformer are known, the magnetic energy stored in all
the filamentary self and mutual inductances can be calculated at any time during the discharge of
the capacitor bank [83 – 84]. The total energy stored in the winding can then be found directly by
adding the magnetic energy associated with each filament and the result obtained must be equal
to the energy stored in the corresponding element of lumped component model (i.e LI2/2). The
self inductance of the single turn primary winding can be written as [83,85]
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(3.16)



where Np is the total numbers of filaments in the primary winding.
The inductance of the multi-turn secondary winding (represented by N concentric cylinders) is
given by [83,85]
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Where Ns is the total number of filaments in the secondary winding
Similarly the mutual inductance between the primary and secondary windings is [83,85]
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Equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) can be evaluated, with the turns divided into a number of
filaments their effective self and mutual inductances can be calculated. The filamentary
modelling of the pulse transformer was done to calculate the primary inductance, secondary
inductance and the mutual inductance between the winding.
programming is described in Appendix-1.
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The equation used in the

3.33 Parameters of pulse transformer
The parameters of the pulse transformer were simulated and also measured with LCR meter and
mentioned in Table 3.03. The LCR meter can measure the inductance in the range of 100 pH to
100 MH The accuracy in measurement of inductance is 0.2 % in the range of 1 µH to 10 H, and
up to 2.5 % in the range of 10 nH to < 1 µH and > 10 H to 1 kH. The simulated and experimental
results of secondary of pulse transformer charging the pulse forming line is shown in Figure
3.08. The variation in experimental and simulation result was less than 2% for second peak.
Parameter

Simulated

Calculated

Inductance of Primary winding

215.7 nH

200 nH

Inductance of Secondary winding

109.5 µH

110 µH

Mutual Inductance

3.55 µH

3.5 µH

Coefficient of coupling

0.73

0.74

Table 3.03 Parameters of the pulse transformer calculated

Figure 3.08 Experimental and simulation results of secondary of pulse transformer charging PFL
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3.4 Compact pulse forming lines
Pulse forming lines essentially consists of a transmission line, that is charged as a lumped
capacitor (which forms the secondary capacitance of the pulse transformer) to store electrical
energy and a high voltage switch to discharge this energy in the transmission line to the load.
Newer concepts of pulse forming lines were explored using high dielectric constant ceramics and
novel engineering techniques. The design details and development of these compact pulse
forming lines are discussed in chapter 4.
3.5 High voltage switch
A high voltage self breakdown sparkgap switch was designed and developed for pulse
sharpening to operate at ~ 100 kV - 200 kV. Nitrogen gas was used as the dielectric medium
inside the switch. To achieve reliable closing and smaller switching time, operating voltage
should be nearly 80% - 90% of the static breakdown voltage. So static breakdown voltage of 200
kV is taken and recalling from the paschen curve for obtaining the value of pd (Figure 2.10). The
schematic of sparkgap switch is shown in Figure 3.09.

Figure 3.09 Schematic of sparkgap switch
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The working pressure inside the switch was taken at 4.5 kg/cm2for operating at 200 kV, so the
distance between the sparkgap electrodes required was 1.48 cm recalling from the paschen curve.
Brass was used as electrode material (Figure 3.10). The diameter of the sparkgap electrode (D)
should be greater than the spacing between the electrodes (d) for the uniform electric field inside
the sparkgap switch (D > 2d).
The emperical formulae for the calculation of the inductance and rise time of the sparkgap switch
was calculated by J. C Martin and his group [86]
Inductance of the switch (L) is given by [86],
 14 ×  (nH)

(3.19)

Where, d is the distance between the sparkgap electrodes (in cms)
The sparkgap switch rise ( U ) consist of the resistive phase rise time ( Y ) and the inductive phase
rise time ( Z ) [86]
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Where,
ρ is the gas density and ρ0 is the gas density at NTP
E is the electric field inside the gap (kV/mm)
L is the inductance of the switch (nH)
Z = 22 Ω, is the impedance of the system
Inductance of the switch is, L = 20.72 nH
The rise time ( U ) of the switch is 13.7 ns
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Figure 3.10 Brass electrode of sparkgap switch
The performance of the sparkgap switch was also calculated for 1000 shots operation at 200 kV.
It will transfer 10 kA current for the duration of 260 ns. So, the charge transfer during single shot
operation is 2.60 mC.
The erosion rate of brass electrode is 40 x 10-6 cm3/C [87]. So, in a single shot operation 0.104 x
10-6 cm3 of brass material will be eroded from the electrodes. In 1000 shots the volume of brass
material eroded will be 104 x 10-6 cm3 from both the electrodes. The length of eroded brass from
the sparkgap is 2.3 x 10-2 cm, which is 1.5% of the distance between the electrodes, which will
not affect the performance of the spar gap switch to a large extent.
There is another important issue of breakdown along the surface of insulator used to hold the
electrodes. Most commonly used insulators are epoxy resins, polycarbonate resins, nylon, fiber
glass, delrin etc. As a rule of thumb surface flashover may be considered at 10 kV/cm, so that the
sparkgap breaks in the main dielectric instead through the surface of the insulator. The surface
length may be increased by carving grooves over it.
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3.6 Diagnostics used in experimental setup
The voltage across the compact pulse forming line was measured with RC voltage divider (VD100) and the voltage across the load was measured with RC voltage divider (PVM-5). The
accuracy of VD-100 and PVM 5 above 1 MHz signal frequency is < 4% and < 2% respectively.
The specifications of these standard voltage dividers are mentioned in Appendix- 2. The output
signal of these dividers is transferred through RG 58 cable to oscilloscope. The attenuation factor
of RG 58 cable is 0.4 db/100 feet at signal frequency of 1 MHz, The attenuation factor increases
to 3.3 db/100 feet at 10 MHz and up to 22db/100 feet at 1 GHz signal frequency. The inductance
and capacitance of RG 58 cable is 250 nH per meter and 100 pF per meter respectively. The
power handling capacity of RG 58 cable is 500 watts at 10 MHz frequency. The voltage divider
output waveforms are recorded in oscilloscope. It has a bandwidth of 1 GHz, sampling rate of 4
GSa/s and memory depth of 8 Mpts. The vertical gain and time base accuracy of the oscilloscope
is ± 2% and ± 2.5% respectively. The accuracy in measurement of PFL charging voltage is ± 3%
and the load voltage is ± 4.5%. The capacitor bank charging voltage is measured with high
voltage probe connected to the multimeter meter. The high voltage probe has high input
impedance, provide attenuation of 1000: 1 and it measure ac/dc high voltages up to 40 kV. The
dc accuracy of the probe is ± 2% for the measuring range of 0 - < 20 kV and ± 1 % for the
measuring range of 20 kV to 35 kV. The multimeter can measure dc voltages from 30 mV to
1000 V with an accuracy of ± 0.0225%. The accuracy in measurement of capacitor bank voltage
is ± 2.5%. The circuit parameter such as resistance, inductance and capacitance are measured
with LCR meter. It can measure the resistance in the range of 10 µΩ to 100 GΩ, inductance in
the range of 100 pH to 100 MH and capacitances in the range of 1 pF to 1 F respectively. The
accuracy in measurement of resistance is 0.2 % in the range of 0.5 Ω to 1 MΩ, and up to 2.5 %
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in the range of 50 mΩ to < 0.5 Ω and > 1 MΩ to 50 MH. The accuracy in measurement of
inductance is 0.2 % in the range of 1 µH to 10 H, and up to 2.5 % in the range of 10 nH to < 1
µH and > 10 H to 1 kH. The accuracy in measurement of capacitance is 0.2 % in the range of
100 pF to 1 mF, and up to 2.5 % in the range of 1 pF to < 100 pF and > 1mF to 100 mF
respectively.
3.7 Summary
The subsystem used for the testing of compact pulse forming lines were designed and developed.
The capacitor bank discharged into the primary of the pulse transformer, the secondary of the
pulse transformer pulse charges the pulse forming line and it discharges to the load through a
spark gap switch. The in-house developed multiplier based power supply was used to charge the
capacitor bank. The primary energy storage capacitor bank was made by using available
capacitors. The high voltage pulse transformer was designed and developed for pulse charging of
the pulse forming lines. The design and development of pulse forming line are discussed in the
chapter 4.
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CHAPTER – 4
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPACT PULSE FORMING LINES
Pulse forming line (PFL) is an important sub system of a pulsed power system. It is one of the
basic elements of a pulsed power system for producing very fast rise time pulses of the desired
pulse width. The impedance of high voltage generator is generally high and the loads of pulsed
power devices are of generally lower impedances, so the PFL is used in intermediate stages,
which is charged in few microseconds of durations and discharges in few tens to hundreds of
nano seconds of durations into the loads. It is also used for matching the source impedance with
the load impedance to deliver peak power.
Transmission lines are widely used in the production and transformation of fast rise time voltage
and current pulses. A transmission line is a set of conductors used for transmitting electrical
signals with frequencies reaching the microwave frequency bands. The principle properties of
the transmission lines that are useful are time delay, impedance and reflection of pulses. With
proper switching, transmission lines can be used to re-shape the form of the incoming pulse with
the pulse width determined by the length of the transmission line. When they are used for this
purpose, they are referred to as pulse forming lines (PFL). Often, there is no clear-cut distinction
between a transmission line and an ordinary electric circuit. Whether the two conductors should
be treated as a transmission line or as an electric circuit depends on the ratio of the length of the
conductors and the wavelength of the applied voltage. If the wave length is very long compared
to the length of the conductors, it can be treated as an electric circuit. Otherwise it should be
considered as a transmission line. Transmission line when used as intermediate store, for pulse
compression from the main energy storage such as a Marx generator or the pulse transformer are
usually placed between the primary energy storage element and the load.
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4.1 Circuit analysis of transmission
transm
lines
The standard circuit theory cannot be employed on an electrical network at microwave
frequencies so an alternative analysis
analy is applied to the system [81].
]. Transmission line theory is a
tool which bridges the gap between circuit theory and a complete field analysis. Transmission
lines lie between a fraction of a wavelength and many wavelengths in size. Conversely, in circuit
analysis, the physical dimensions of the network are much smaller than the wavelength. A
transmission line is considered a distributed parameter network as opposed to a circuit which
consists of lumped elements. Consequently, the voltages and currents associated with a
propagating wave in a transmission line can vary in both phase and magnitude over the length of
the line. A uniform transmission line is a distributed circuit that can be describe as a cascade of
identical cells with infinitesimal length (Figure 4.01).. The conductors used to realize the line has
a certain series inductance (L), series resistance (R) and shunt capacitance (C).
(C) In addition, there
is a shunt conductance (G) if the medium insulating the wires is not perfect. The uniform
transmission line is represented as the distributed
distributed circuit (general lossy line).

Figure 4.01
4 Transmission line with distributedd circuit
Each cell of the distributed circuit will have impedance elements with values: Ldz, Rdz, Cdz and
Gdz are the infinitesimal length of the cells. If we can determine the differential behaviour of an
elementary cell of the distributed circuit in terms of voltage and current, we can find a global
differential equation that describes the entire transmission line. The solution for a uniform lossy
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transmission line can be obtained with using the equivalent circuit for the elementary cell shown
in the Figure. 4.02.

Figure 4.002 Equivalent circuit of lossy transmission line
The series impedance determines the variation of the voltage from input to output of the cell,
according to the sub-circuit
circuit (Figure
(Fig
4.03) the corresponding circuit equation is
(V + dV) −V = −( jωLdz + Rdz)I

(4.01)

From which we obtain a first order differential equation for the voltage



  jωL

R I

(4.02)

The current flowing through the shunt admittance determines the input
input-output
output variation of the
current, according to the sub-circuit
circuit Figure
Fig
4.04 The corresponding circuit equation is
    
 

  



    

  

Figure 4.03 Series impedance
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(4.03)

Figure 4.04 Shunt admittance
The second term (dV dz) can be ignored, giving a first order differential equation for the current
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(4.04)

We have again a system of coupled first order differential equations that describe the behaviour
of voltage and current on the lossy transmission line
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These equations (4.05, 4.06) are the “telegraphers’ equations” for the lossy transmission line
line.
One can easily obtain a set of uncoupled equations by differentiating with respect to the
coordinate z as done earlier
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These equations (4.07, 4.08) are the “telephonists’ equations” for the lossy line.
The telephonists’ equations for the lossy transmission line are uncoupled second order
differential equations and are again wave equations. The general solution for the voltage
vo
equation is
V (z) = V+e−γ z + V−eγ z = V+ e−αz e− jβ z + V−eαz e jβ z
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(4.09)

Where the wave propagation constant is now the complex quantity
γ = ( jω L + R )( jω C + G ) = α + j β

(4.10)

The real part α of the propagation constant ɤ describes the attenuation of the signal due to
resistive losses. The imaginary part β describes the propagation properties of the signal waves as
in loss-less lines. The exponential terms including α are “real”, therefore, they only affect the
“magnitude” of the voltage phase. The exponential terms including β have unitary magnitude and
purely “imaginary” argument, affecting only the “phase” of the waves in space.
The current distribution on a lossy transmission line can be readily obtained by differentiation of
the result for the voltage
dV
= −( jωL + R)I = −γV + e−γz + γV− e γz
dz

This gives
I(z) =

=

Zo =

(jωC+ G) + −γz − γz
(V e −V e )
(jωL + R)

(4.11)

1
(V+ e−γz − V−eγz )
Zo
( jω L + R )
( jω C + G )

(4.12)

For loss-less transmission line, R = G = 0, equation 4.13 becomes
!

#

 "$

(4.13)

For both loss-less and lossy transmission lines the characteristic impedance does not depend on
the line length but only on the metal of the conductors, the dielectric material surrounding the
conductors and the geometry of the line cross-section, which determine L, R, C, and G.
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4.2 Coaxial Pulse forming line
Transmission line based pulse forming line can be made by using commercially available coaxial
cables or by putting two/three concentric cylinders with suitable dielectric filled between them.
A coaxial pulse forming line is frequently used to produce extremely high pulsed power (multi(multi
gigawatt) levels by compressing the pulse duration into nanoseconds.

Figure 4.05 Coaxial pulse forming line
The configuration of basic coaxial pulse forming line is shown in Figure 4.05. It comprises of
two single length concentric cylinders with suitable dielectric filled between them and a fast
switch. The dielectric medium used in coaxial pulse forming line is mentioned in Table 4.01.
Dielectric Medium

Dielectric Constant

Break down Voltag
Voltage

Deionised Water
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150 - 300 kV/cm

Ethylene glycol

42

250 kV/cm

Mineral Oil

2-3

150 kV/cm

Castor Oil

4-5

200 kV/cm

Polyethylene

2-2.5

200 kV/cm

Table 4.01 Dielectrics used in PFL
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A high voltage source charges the coaxial line, which behaves as a capacitor for a slow charging
voltage. After completing the charging of the single line, the closing switch (S) is turned on.

Figure 4..06 Pulsed power generation from a single line.
The charging voltage and the length of the single line are V0 and l, respectively. The closing
switch is turned on at t=0. The waves with a voltage V0/2 and a velocity (v) propagate into two
directions, to the load side and to the source side. If the load resistance R is the same as the
characteristic impedance of the line Z0, all the wave energy propagating to the load side is
absorbed by the load resistor. The wave propag
propagating
ating to the source side is reflected back to the
load side, since the source impedance is usually larger than Z0. The voltage distributions on the
single line at different times are easily obtained as shown in Figure
Fig
4.06.. The waveform of the
output voltage
ge on the load is shown in Figure 4.07.. The voltage becomes half of the charging
voltage of the single line, and the pulse width becomes two times of l/v.

Figure 4.07 Output Voltage
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The design of PFL includes optimization of inner (a) and outer radius (b) of the coaxial cylinder
of length (l), dielectric material (εr), to get required pulse duration (τ) and source impedance (Z0).
The length of the line will govern the pulse duration which gets altered by the dielectric material
used in it by virtue of velocity of wave propagation during the transmission in the medium. The
basic design equations are as follows [5, 87];
(i) Velocity of propagation,
&
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(in m/s)

(4.14)

Where c is the speed of light in vacuum
(ii) Pulse duration,
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(iii) Maximum stress will occur on the outer diameter (2a) of the inner cylinder and given by:
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Where %: is the peak PFL charging voltage
(iv) Inductance per unit of coaxial PFL,
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(v) Capacitance per unit of coaxial PFL,
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(vi) Characteristic impedance of the coaxial PFL,
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(vii) Load reflection coefficient,
B! 

CD FC=
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The compactness on the PFL depends on the length of the conductor used, dielectric constant of
the medium, temperature and stress on the medium. We will be exploring these parameters to
develop compact pulse forming lines.
4.3 Development of solid dielectric pulse forming line using ceramic material
Compact pulse forming line can be made using ceramics material as it has large dielectric
constant (few hundreds to few thousands) and high bulk breakdown strength (more than 300
kV/cm). Conventionally PFL are made up of castor oil, plastics and other dielectric materials
whose relative permittivity varies 2-10 [88]. The length of PFL is increased if these materials are
used for generating few hundreds of nanoseconds of pulse width. The length of the PFL, L ~
1/ε1/2 (here ε = ε0εr, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity). The higher ε can lead to shorter length of the
PFL. So, the length of the PFL can be reduced by using high relative permittivity material such
as ceramics. Ceramic materials also have low dielectric losses. Ceramics materials can be used to
construct very low impedance pulse forming lines for applications to low impedance load such as
z-pinches. With the recent development in material technologies, it is now possible to employ the
glass ceramic slab or sintered SrTiO3 ceramic with high relative permittivity (εr) of up to 300 as
energy storage dielectrics in PFL [89-90]. The ceramic material is ideal for energy storage in
PFL, but large ceramic bulks are difficult to manufacture. The energy density (w) in the PFL is
determined by both ε and breakdown strength (Eb). The energy density is more important
because w ~ Eb 2. However, the Eb of conventional ceramic dielectrics is usually limited by the
presence of porosity which acts as the source of local electrical stress concentration. Some
pioneer work has been done by using sintered ceramic bulk as dielectric during recent years [91 92]. The focus of the former work is fabricating larger ceramic bulk with low porosity to
increase the output voltage of PFLs, which is quite difficult and greatly limited by the level of
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material technology. It is also reported that barium titanate tiles has been made and by milling
grooves into the sides of the tiles it has been possible to charge them up to 60 kV without
breakdown [33].
In an effort to develop transmission line with high energy storage capabilities for compact pulsed
power system for single shot applications, ceramic dielectrics and their electrical breakdown
strength are needed to be studied. The composite dielectric can be made using ceramic materials.
Ceramic material was mixed with epoxy resins and higher dielectric constant has been reported
[4,36,89]. Ceramic material such as barium titanate and barium strontium titanate has very high
relative permittivity so very high capacitances and compact PFL can be made using these
materials. We have investigated composite dielectric material using barium titanate and neoprene
rubber for making compact PFL as rubber has better elastic properties compared to epoxies.
Barium tiatnate was not widely used in pulsed power systems due to its piezoelectric properties
[93]. During high voltages discharges local stresses are developed in barium titanate, which
breaks the material. To overcome these stresses barium titanate was mixed with neoprene rubber,
as rubber was an elastic material. When local stresses are developed in barium titanate due to its
piezoelectric properties during the high voltage discharges the rubber will expand and contract to
absorb the stress and regain its original shape after the discharges.
4.31 Physical properties of barium titanate
Barium Titanate has a very high relative permittivity (~ 1200 - 5000) so it was used for making
compact pulse forming line. The chemical formula of barium titanate is BaTiO3. It is an
inorganic compound. Barium titanate is a white powder and transparent for larger crystals.
Barium titanate is a ferroelectric ceramic material, with a photorefractive effect and piezoelectric
properties. The physical properties of barium titanate are mentioned in Table 4.02. The barium
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titanate solid exists in five phases, listing from high temperature to low temperature are
hexagonal, cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral crystal structure. All of the phases
exhibit the ferroelectric effect except the cubic phase. The high temperature cubic phase is
easiest to describe, consisting of octahedral TiO6 centers that define a cube with Ti vertices and
Ti-O-Ti edges. In the cubic phase, Ba2+ is located at the center of the cube, with a nominal
coordination number of 12. Lower symmetry phases are stabilized at lower temperatures,
associated with the movement of the Ba2+ to off-center position. The remarkable properties of
this material arise from the cooperative behaviour of the Ba2+ centres.
Formulae

BaTiO3

Composition

Ba – 58.9, O – 20.6, Ti – 20.5

Purity

99.9%

Particle Size

1 – 3.0 microns

Dielectric constant

1200 - 5000

Boiling Point

1640 0C

Density

6.08 gm/cm3

Electric Resistivity

50 µΩ.cm

Crystal Structure

Tetragonal

Table 4.02 Physical properties of Barium Titanate [94]
Barium titanate is manufactured by heating barium carbonate and titanium dioxide. The reaction
proceeds via liquid phase sintering. Single crystals can be grown around 1100 °C from molten
potassium fluoride. Barium titanate is a dielectric ceramic used for capacitors. It is a
piezoelectric material for microphones and other transducers. As a piezoelectric material, it was
largely replaced by lead zirconate titanate, also known as PZT. Polycrystalline barium titanate
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displays positive temperature coefficient, making it a useful material for thermistors and selfregulating electric heating systems.
4.32 Physical properties of neoprene rubber
Neoprene rubber is an elastic material so it was used to absorb the mechanical stresses that are
developed during high voltage charge and discharge inside the pulse forming line. Neoprene is a
family of synthetic rubbers that are produced by polymerization of chloroprene. Table 4.03
shows the physical properties of the Neoprene rubber. Neoprene exhibits good chemical stability,
and maintains flexibility over a wide temperature range. It is used in a wide variety of
applications, such as electrical insulation, liquid and sheet applied elastomeric membranes or
flashings, and automotive fan belts. Neoprene is produced by free-radical polymerization of 2chlorobutadiene. The polymerization is conducted in an aqueous emulsion, using diverse
emulsifying agents such as alkyl sulfonates.
Common Name

Neoprene

Composition

Chloroprene

Material Designation (ASTM D-2000)

BC, BE

Temperature range

- 30 F / 212 F

Tensile Strength, (PSI)

1000-3000

Elongation %

200-500

Hardness Range (Durometer Shore A)

15 to 95

Specific Gravity (Base Material)

1.23

General Properties

Weathering Resistance, Flame retarding,

Table 4.03 Physical properties of Neoprene Rubber [95]
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4.4 Fabrication of barium titanate – rubber pulse forming Line
A simple coaxial pulse forming line was made as discussed in section 4.2. It has two coaxial
cylinders and the dielectric medium filled between the cylinders. A coaxial pulse forming line
was made using two coaxial SS 304 cylinders (Figure 4.08).The diameter of the inner cylinder
was 120 mm, and the diameter of the outer cylinder wais 240 mm. The thickness of outer
cylinder was 2mm. The length of the PFL was 350 mm.

Figure 4.08 Barium titanate rubber pulse forming line
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The volume between the two cylinders was filled with composite mixture of barium titanate and
neoprene rubber. The mixing ratio was selected after preparing few samples of composite
mixture at different ratios and it was found that, as the quantity of barium titanate was increased
in the composite mixture (> 1:10) the uniformity and homogeneity of composite mixture was
drastically reduced and it becomes very hard. At lower ratio it was mixed properly and
uniformity is seen. So, the composite mixture was prepared by mixing barium titanate of 1-3
micron size with neoprene rubber in the ratio of 1:10 and studied. Also, for higher mixing ratio it
increases the quantity of barium titanate, so the piezio-electric effect will dominate and leads to
reduction in electrical breakdown strength. At lower ratio of barium titanate the dielectric
constant will be relatively low so it will not show significant compactness achieved. Other
additives Magnesium oxide (MgO), Zinc oxide (ZnO), Steric acid and mineral oil in traces are
added for the curing of the rubber. These materials are added with barium titanate and neoprene
rubber and mixed in rolling mill for an hour then it is filled between the cylinder by heating the
mixture to 120 0C and then gradually cooling it to room temperature. A solid dielectric pulse
forming line was made with the composite mixture of barium titanate and rubber and its
parameters are calculated using equation 4.14 to 4.20. The relative permittivity of the composite
dielectric was measured and found to be 85. It is discussed in chapter 5.
Inductance of the PFL, L = 48 nH
Capacitance of the PFL, C = 2.4 nF
Impedance of the PFL, Z = 4.5 Ω
Transit time, T = 21 ns
The high voltage testing and the effect of applied electric field on the non linear behaviour of
relative permittivity of the composite dielectric are discussed in chapter 5.
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4.5 Development of water helical pulse forming line
Pulse power system generally use deionised water as intermediate energy storage. Deionised
water is used as liquid dielectric medium in pulsed power system because of its high dielectric
constant, high dielectric strength and efficient energy storage capability, which allows designing
compact and efficient low impedance pulse forming lines. In a PFL made of conventional
coaxial line it is hard to produce longer duration high voltage pulse in smaller size. An increase
in the pulse width requires the length of the coaxial pulse forming line be increased. So the
length of the coaxial PFL required becomes significantly long for the generation of longer
duration rectangular pulses. An alternative topology was investigated to increase the pulse width
in compact geometry. The pulse width was also increased by using helical inner conductor,
without physically increasing the length of the PFL. The helical pulse forming line produces
longer pulse compared with conventional coaxial transmission line as it has higher inductance
and increases the transit time. This helical pulse forming line also increases the impedance and
the width of the pulses formed without increasing the length of the PFL. The transmission line
characteristic of helical inner conductor is used for generating longer duration rectangular high
voltage pulse. We have designed and investigated helical water pulse forming line for the
generation of longer duration rectangular pulse to deliver peak power to the loads. The effect of
reduction in water temperature on relative permittivity is also investigated for increase in pulse
width, which can further reduce the length of the PFL and can make compact systems.
4.51 Relative permittivity of water
The relative permittivity of water ( εr) is a complex quantity and depends on the frequency. The
relative permittivity is given by

εr = ε∞ + ( εs - ε∞) / (1+jωτD)
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(4.21)

Where

ε∞,

is the relative permittivity at infinite frequency (the square root of the index of

refraction for visible light)

εs, is the static relative permittivity at zero frequency.
τD, is the Debye relaxation time and is the measure of the time required for the molecular dipoles
to reorient in a changing field.
The ratio of the imaginary part of εr, to the real part is termed the loss tangent. It is apparent that
for ωτD << 1 , εr = εs. For polar liquids

ε∞ << εs and can often be neglected.

Table 4.04 lists reported relative permittivity and loss tangents of water as a function of
frequency and temperature. It shows that the high εr values are operative to time scales of 1 ns.
The loss tangent values at low frequencies are suspected to be due to ohmic impurities rather
than actual properties of the pure substance.
The Debye relaxation time for water is extremely small, being of order 10 ps at 250C and shows
exponential increase with decreasing temperature due to increasing viscosity. However, τD
remains below a nanosecond and hence is not of great concern in high-energy pulse-power
applications [66]. A useful empirical formula for the temperature dependence of the static
relative permittivity of water is [71]

εs = 78.54 (1 – 4.579 x 10-3 T1) + 1.17 x 10-5 T12 – 2.8 x 10-8T13

(4.22)

Where T1 = T0 – 25 is the centigrade temperature.
As T rises, the εs value falls slowly, decreasing from 88.1 at 0 0C to 78.2 at 25 0C
The decrease in εs with increasing temperature results from the increased thermal agitation of
the molecular dipoles.
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T (0C)

f (Hz)

1 x 105

1 x 106

1 x 107

1 x 108

3 x 108

3 x 109

1 x 1010

1.5

εr

87.0

87.0

87.0

87.0

86.5

80.5

38

tan δ

0.1900

0.0190

0.0020

0.0070

0.0320

0.3100

1.0300

εr

-

85.5

-

-

85.2

80.2

41

tan δ

-

0.0220

-

-

0.0273

0.2750

.09500

εr

-

81.7

-

-

81.0

78.8

49

tan δ

-

0.0310

-

-

0.0210

0.2050

0.7000

εr

78.2

78.2

78.2

78

77.5

76.7

55

tan δ

1.4000

0.0400

0.0046

0.0050

0.0160

0.1570

0.5400

εr

-

74.8

-

-

74.0

74.0

58

tan δ

-

0.0485

-

-

0.0125

0.1270

0.400

εr

-

71.5

-

-

71.0

70.7

59

tan δ

-

0.0590

-

-

0.0105

0.1060

0.4000

εr

-

68.2

-

-

68

67.5

60

tan δ

-

0.0720

-

-

0.0092

0.0890

0.3600

εr

-

64.8

-

-

64.5

64.0

59

tan δ

-

0.0865

-

-

0.0084

0.0765

0.3200

εr

-

61.5

-

-

61

60.5

57

tan δ

-

0.103

-

-

0.0077

0.0660

0.2800

εr

58

58

58

58

57

57

56.5

tan δ

1.24

0.124

0.0125

0.0030

0.0073

0.0660

0.2800

5

15

25

35

45

55

65

75

85

Table 4.04 Relative permittivity and loss tangent as a function of frequency for water [96]
4.52 Electrical breakdown in water
Electrical breakdown in water has to be avoided inside the pulse forming line. The physical
mechanisms of electrical breakdown in liquids are not completely understood. It is generally
thought that for short sub-microsecond time scales, breakdown is due to ionization, while for
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time scales greater than few microsecond the, breakdown is in part due to the thermal effects
causing bubbles. Gas evolution due to electrolysis may also be important [97]. Other proposed
mechanisms of electrical breakdown in water concern the ionization and migration of water
molecules [67]. Electrical breakdown in water occur through a statistical probability governing
the initiation of the breakdown process, followed by the propagation of a streamer, and then a
resistive-inductive circuit response as the current builds up in the newly formed ionization
channel.
The empirical relation for liquid breakdown was given by J. C. Martin and his group [86]. After
performing a large number of dielectric breakdown (/A measurements for various liquids as a
function of electrode area A (cm2) and effective stress time t, (in ps), where te is the time from 63
percent Vmax to Vmax for a voltage pulse V ( t ) = Vmax (l - cos ωt) [86].
I

I

/A GH J KI=   LMNGOMG

(4.23)

Where,
C = 0.5 for transformer oil, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol
C = 0.7 for Glycerine, Caster oil
C = 0.3 for water positive electrode breakdown
C = 0.6 for water negative electrode breakdown
For sub-microsecond time scales it was found the breakdown strength Eb (MV/cm) of water is
polarity dependent. Breakdowns in water usually originates from the positive electrode in
parallel plate electrodes geometry. For differently shaped electrodes such as for coaxial
cylindrical electrodes, the sharper electrode is usually kept negative to allow higher voltage
operation. These results are normally independent of the smoothness of the electrodes as long as
gross roughness is avoided.
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4.6 Fabrication of water helical pulse forming line
Water helical PFL was designed and fabricated (Figure 4.09). The helical PFL inner conductor
was made up of SS-304 strip rolled on the delrin cylinder. The outer cylinder was made up of
SS-304. The length of the PFL was 800 mm. The volume between the inner strip and outer
cylinder was filled with deionised water circulated through a pump and deionizer unit. The
conductivity of the deionised water was less than 0.2µS/cm.

Figure 4.09 Water helical pulse forming line
The capacitance per unit length of helical line is given by [98]
Ch = C0 [1 + (εr – 1) . D(γa)]. [1 – Kc2 (γa, γb)]-1

(4.24)

The inductance per unit length of helical line is given by [84, 98]
Lh = L0 [1 – KL2 (γa, γb)]

(4.25)

Where, C0 and L0 is capacitance and inductance per unit length of helical line without a dielectric
and a metal shield, Kc (γa, γb) and KL (γa, γb) is the capacitive coupling coefficient and inductive
coupling coefficient between the helical line and the metal shield and D(γa) is the modified
coefficient of the dielectric [98].
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C0 = 2πε0 / I0 (γa) . K0 (γa)

(4.26)

L0 = µ0 β2. cot2 ψ . I1 (γa) . KL (γa) / 2πγ2

(4.27)

Kc2 = I0(γa) . K0(γb) / I0(γb) . K0(γa)

(4.28)

KL2 = I1(γa) . KL(γb) / I1(γb) . KL(γa)

(4.29)

D(γa) = γa . I0(γa) . KL(γa)

(4.30)

Here, a is the radius of the inner helical line, b is the radius of the outer cylinder, ψ is the helix
angle. In and Kn , with n = 0,1 are the modified Bessel function and modified Hankel function, γ ,
β and k are propagating constant of electromagnetic field along the radial direction, axial
direction and in free space.
The impedance of pulse forming line is given by [5],
#

 "$P

(4.31)

P

Pulse duration across the load is given by [5],
Q  2S;T T

Figure 4.10 Inner helical conductor
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(4.32)

The Helical pulse forming line was fabricated with following parameters (Figure 4.10).
Diameter of inner helical line conductor, a = 168 mm
Diameter of outer cylinder, b = 236 mm
Thickness of outer cylinder, t = 2 mm
Number of turns = 13
Width of SS conductor strip = 39.5 mm
Thickness of SS conductor strip = 0.5 mm
Pitch of the SS strip = 20 mm
Length of the PFL = 800 mm
Capacitance of helical pulse forming line, C = 5.9 nF
Inductance of helical pulse forming line, L = 3 µH
Impedance of helical pulse forming line, Z0 = 22 Ω
Pulse width = 260 ns
The helical pulse forming line was pulse charged with a high voltage pulse transformer and
discharges into the load through a high voltage self breakdown pressurized sparkgap switch. The
testing and experimental results are discussed in chapter 5.
4.7 Summary
The compact pulse forming line can be developed using high dielectric constant medium inside
the PFL and also by increasing the length of the PFL. A compact solid dielectric pulse forming
line was designed and developed using a composite mixture of barium titanate ceramic and
neoprene rubber. Barium titanate is piezoelectric material and stresses are produced in it during
high voltages discharges. The neoprene rubber was mixed with barium titanate as it will absorb
the stress produced during charging and discharging of the PFL. Another compact pulse forming
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line using transmission line characteristic of helical inner conductor was designed and
developed. Deionised water was used as dielectric medium inside the PFL. The high voltage
testing and result analysis of these compact pulse forming lines are discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER – 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF COMPACT PULSE FORMING
LINES
5.1 Testing of the solid composite dielectric of barium titanate and rubber
The high voltage performance of the composite dielectric material can be predicted by the
behaviour of the composite dielectric as a whole. The following considerations determine the
performance as a whole:
-

The stress distribution at different parts of the material is distorted due to the different
dielectric constant and conductivities.

-

The breakdown characteristics at the surface are affected by the insulation boundaries of
other dielectric.

-

The internal or partial discharge products of one dielectric invariably affect the other
dielectric.

-

The chemical ageing products of one dielectric also affect the performance of other
dielectric.

The end point of the solid insulation is normally reached through puncture, thermal runaway,
electrochemical breakdown, or mechanical failure leading to complete electrical breakdown.
The high voltage breakdown testing of the composite dielectric material was done and its relative
permittivity was also calculated. The composite dielectric PFL was pulse charged and its
performance was seen. The relative permittivity of ceramic behaves nonlinear to different
applied electric field. The composite dielectric material was subjected to different electric field
and its non linear behaviour was experimentally investigated and reported in the following
section.
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5.11 High voltage breakdown testing of the composite dielectric material
The breakdown strength of a material is examined generally by two methods: static tests in
which a number of identical samples are stressed at a constant electric field and the time to
breakdown of each sample is measured; or dynamic tests in which the electrical stress applied to
an equivalent sample set as a function of time and the magnitude of electric field and the
breakdown of each sample recorded. The dynamic testing is generally preferred, because the
variation in the measured results is less than that for equivalent static testing [99]. Furthermore,
static testing, particularly over extended periods of time, requires critical control of the electric
field, as small variations in field can give rise to significant variations in the breakdown time.
Static tests are useful in the determination of a figure of merit and life of the sample [59].
The schematic diagram of the high voltage testing of composite dielectric material is shown in
Figure 5.01. The composite dielectric material was cut precisely in the size of 1 cm x 1 cm x 1
cm to prepare the test sample. The test sample was placed between the two spherical electrodes
connected to a sinusoidal high voltage source. The voltage was manually increased to generate
high voltage and applied across the sample. A 50 Hz sinusoidal high voltage pulse was applied
across the sample and the peak breakdown voltage was recorded.
Sample

Electrode

.

High voltage source

Figure 5.01 Schematic of high voltage testing of the composite dielectric
The breakdown voltage of dielectric was measured by taking identical sample of composite
dielectric and measuring its breakdown voltage. We have prepared 20 samples and 18 samples
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were tested. The breakdown voltages of the samples are recorded. Figure 5.02 show the plot of
number of samples breakdown at specific voltage.

Figure 5.02 Numbers of samples breaks at rated voltage
We could see from the Figure 5.02 that none of the sample breaks below 35 kV and voltage
breakdown occurs above 35 kV. It was confirmed that the breakdown is not due to surface
flashover and it is due to internal breakdown in the sample by placing the disc between the
electrodes. The breakdown strength of composite dielectric is lower than the bulk breakdown
strength of the individual material. This can be explained by the stress concentration at the
interfaces between the barium titanate and the neoprene rubber in the composite dielectric. When
the high dielectric constant material such as barium titanate is added into the rubber, the
electrical field in the rubber around the barium titanate is much larger than that in the bulk. The
most stressed part is close to the barium titanate ceramic tips or the edge. These stresses also
increase with increase in barium titanate aspect ratio. Breakdown is more likely to be initiated at
these highly stressed regions than in the bulk material, so a reduction in the overall breakdown
strength is expected. The reduction in breakdown strength was attributed to the stress
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concentration at the interfaces between the ceramic and the neoprene rubber. So, it was
concluded that the composite mixture could width stand the voltage up to 35 kV.
5.12 Measurement of relative permittivity of the composite dielectric
The schematic diagram for the measurement of relative permittivity is shown in Figure 5.03. The
relative permittivity of the composite dielectric material made up of barium titanate and
neoprene rubber was measured by cutting a disk shape of the composite dielectric material and
measuring its capacitance. The composite dielectric material disk was placed between the two
circular electrodes of 90 mm diameter and its capacitance was measured with LCR meter. The
accuracy in measurement of capacitance is 0.2 % in the range of 100 pF to 1 mF, and up to 2.5 %
in the range of 1 pF to < 100 pF and > 1mF to 100 mF respectively.
Circular electrodes

Composite dielectric material

L.C.R Meter

Figure 5.03 Schematic diagram of relative permittivity measurement
The diameter and the thickness of the composite dielectric material disc are 90 mm and 10 mm
(Figure 5.04).

Figure 5.04 Disk of composite dielectric
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The relative permittivity (εr ) of the composite dielectric material is given by
 

 .
 .

(5.01)

Where
C is the capacitance measured
A is the area of the circular electrode
d is the thickness of the disk
The capacitance was measured to be 475 ppF. The relative permittivity of the composite dielectric
was calculated and found to be 85.
5.2 Testing of barium
arium titanate – rubber pulse forming line
The schematic diagram for testing of composite dielectric of barium titanate - rubber PFL is
shown in Figure 5.05.. The testing setup consists of a high voltage pulse transformer [100], which
pulse charges the composite dielectric PFL. The self breakdown sparkgap
gap switch after the PFL
breaks at set voltage and the
he PFL was
wa then discharged into a 5 Ω resistive load.
load The distance
between the electrodes and the pressured inside the sparkgap switch can be adjusted, so that it
breaks at set voltage. The gap and pressu
pressure inside the sparkgap
gap switch wa
was kept such that it
breaks at 120 kV.

Figure 5.05 Experimental set up
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5.21 Experimental results
The voltage across the composite dielectric PFL was measured with voltage divider (VD-100)
and the voltage across the load was measured with voltage divider (PVM-5). The accuracy of
VD-100 and PVM 5 above 1 MHz signal frequency is < 4% and < 2% respectively. The
specifications of these standard voltage dividers are mentioned in Appendix-2. The pulse
transformer charge the composite dielectric PFL to 120 kV peak in 200 ns, the sparkgap switch
after the PFL breaks and the PFL discharge into the 5 Ω resistive load. A high voltage pulse of
70 kV, 21 ns pulse was measured across the load. The composite dielectric PFL charging voltage
and the voltage across the load measured is shown in Figure 5.06.

Figure 5.06 PFL charging voltage and load voltage
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The voltage pulse duration (T) generated across the load is given by
2

√   



(5.02)

εr is the relative permittivity of the medium
µ r is

the relative permeability of the medium

c, is the speed of the light
l is the length of the PFL
To generate a pulse width of 21 ns only with neoprene rubber ( εr = 6, µ r,= 1), 1320 mm of
length of PFL is required and to generate a pulse width of 21 ns with this composite mixture ( εr
= 85, µ r,= 1), 350 mm of length of PFL was used.
The compactness in length of the PFL was achieved by mixing of barium titanate in neoprene
rubber, which reduces the length of the PFL by a factor of 3.8. The pulse duration can further be
increased by increasing the length of the PFL.
5.3 Investigation of non linear effect of electric field on composite dielectric
The ceramic materials behave non-linearly with different applied electric field [101 - 102]. It is
also well known that the dielectric constant of barium titanate is non linear and it falls with
applied electric field stress. Barium titanate ceramic belong to an important class of ferroelectric
dielectric which exhibit very large dielectric constant due to the spontaneous alignment or
polarization of electric dipoles [103]. Barium titanate has spontaneous electrical polarization
associated with an ionic displacement. In the barium titanate dipole originates from the
displacement of the Ti ion within the oxygen cage (Figure 5.07). These dipoles are formed in
ferroelectric materials which have a non-centro symmetric polar lattice at temperatures below
critical temperature. In barium titanate, an off-centre displacement of a titanium ion within an
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octahedral cage of oxygen ions leads to such a polar lattice. The electric dipoles which result
from this displacement can be ordered parallel to each other, within the crystal regions known as
domains. When an electric field is applied to the material these domains can switch from one
direction of spontaneous alignment to another giving rise to very large changes in polarisation
and dielectric constant. At very high electric fields all of the domains are aligned in parallel and
consequently no further polarisability is possible and the dielectric constant falls. This results in
the non-linear behaviour of the dielectric constant with applied electric field.

Figure 5.07 Crystal structure of Barium Titanate
We have experimentally investigated the effect of different applied electric field on the pulse
width and measured it across the load. The breakdown voltage of sparkgap was varied and the
composite dielectric PFL was charged at different voltage and discharged in to resistive load.
The duration of pulse width across the load depends on relative permittivity (εr) of the dielectric
being used in PFL and the length of the PFL (5.02). The pulse width was measured
experimentally with different applied electric field and is shown in Table 5.01.
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Applied Electric field (kV/ cm)

Measured pulse duration (ns)

4

20 ± 1

8

21 ± 1

12

20 ± 1

16

21 ± 1

20

21 ± 1

Table 5.01 Measured pulse width at different applied electric field
The length of the PFL was fixed and we found no variation in the value of relative permittivity of
the composite mixture up to the electric field strength of 20 kV/cm. The pulse width measured at
different applied electric fields is shown in Figure 5.08. We see that the non-linear phenomenon
of composite ceramic material does not effects the pulse duration under the high voltage stress
being reported here.

Figure 5.08 Experimentally pulse width measured at different applied electric field
The relative permittivity of the composite mixture remains unchanged under high voltage since
the field in the barium titanate ceramic was lower than the threshold field for non-linearity.
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5.4 Salient feature of solid composite dielectric pulse forming line development
Replacing the conventional liquid dielectrics with the solid dielectrics with high energy storage
density is a promising way to realize an all-solid-state pulsed power system with high stability
and compactness. Solid dielectric is generally considered to be non-recoverable in the event of
dielectric breakdown but there are single shot pulsed power applications where it is useful. This
can increase system capacitance with the possibility of operating at increased energy levels or
reduced system volumes. A pulse forming line was made using a composite mixture of barium
titanate and neoprene rubber which is compact in size as it has high relative permittivity, but due
to porosity, high field stresses are developed, so it has not been used at higher voltages. The
voltage breakdown strength of composite mixture has been tested up to 35 kV/cm. This PFL
does not require maintenance compared to oil, water line as it is of all solid material. The pulse
duration can be increased by increasing the length of the PFL. The compactness in the PFL was
achieved by mixing of barium titanate in neoprene rubber which reduces the length of the PFL
by a factor of 3.8. The PFL was charged and discharged for few shots (~ 10) and no significant
effect on its performance degradation was seen. It was also found that the non linear
phenomenon of composite ceramic material does not affect the pulse duration up to the electrical
field strength of 20 kV/cm.
5.5 Testing of water helical pulse forming line
A compact pulsed power system was made using helical pulse forming line and its performance
was evaluated. The block diagram of the experimental arrangement for testing of water helical
pulse forming line is shown in Figure 5.09. The subsystems of these experimental arrangements
are discussed in chapter 3.
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Deionising
Unit
Triggered switch

High Voltage
Power Supply

Capacitor
bank

Self-breakdown switch

Pulse
Transformer

Helical
Pulse
Forming
Line

Load

Figure 5.09 Block diagram of experimental setup
The experimental set for testing of helical PFL is shown in Figure 5.10. The capacitor bank was
charged with a high voltage power supply to the rated voltage, it discharges into the primary of

Figure 5.10 Compact pulsed power system using helical PFL
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the pulse transformer through a triggered sparkgap switch. The secondary of the pulse
transformer charges the helical pulse forming line. The self breakdown switch after the helical
PFL breaks at the set voltage and it discharges into the matched 22 Ω resistive load. The distance
between the electrodes of the sparkgap switch was 15 mm and it was pressurized to 4.5 kg/cm2.
Deionised water was circulated from deionising unit at the rate of 2 litres per minute inside the
helical PFL. The helical PFL charging voltage at the input end is measured with voltage divider
(VD 100) and the voltage after the switch across the 22Ω load is measured using voltage divider
(PVM 5). The accuracy of VD-100 and PVM 5 above 1 MHz signal frequency is < 4% and < 2%
respectively. The specifications of these voltage dividers are mentioned in Appendix-2.
5.51 Experimental results
The performance of the compact pulsed power system using water helical PFL was tested and
evaluated with matched 22Ω resistive load (Figure 5.10). The primary energy storage capacitor
bank was charged to 20 kV and discharged into the primary of pulse transformer through a
triggered sparkgap switch. The high voltage generated across the secondary of the pulse
transformer charges the water helical pulse forming line to 200 kV peak. The pressure inside the
self breakdown switch was kept at 4.5 kg/cm2 and it breaks at 200 kV. The helical PFL was
discharged into the matched resistive load of 22 Ω through a self breakdown spark-gap switch.
The high voltage pulse was measured across the helical PFL and the load using standard voltage
dividers VD-100 and PVM 5 (Figure 5.11). The compact pulse power system produces 100 kV,
260 ns pulse across the matched load (Figure5.12). So, we generate 260 ns pulse with 800 mm
length of the helical PFL, as compared to coaxial PFL which generates 50 ns pulse with 800 mm
length of the PFL.
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Figure 5.11 PFL charging voltage and load voltage

Figure 5.12 Pulse width generated across the match load
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5.6 Modelling of the compact pulsed power system using helical PFL
The modelling of compact pulsed power system was done with student version of PSpice
simulation software (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.13 Modelling of compact pulsed power system
The pulse transformer was modelled as an equivalent air core pulse transformer (Pulse_Xmer)
with primary and secondary inductances of 200 nH (L4) and 110 µH (L5) respectively and the
coupling coefficient of 0.73. Water helical pulse forming line (PFL) was modeled as ideal
transmission line with characteristic impedance of 22 Ω and one-way transit time of 130 ns. For
simulating practical condition inductance of 25 nH (L3) is included on load side and 200 nH (L1)
inductance in the primary circuit of capacitor bank, capacitor bank to pulse transformer
connecting cable and switch inductance of 50 nH (L2) is added in the primary circuit. The
capacitor bank (C1) was charged to 20 kV and the triggered sparkgap switch (SW1) closes at
t=0, the secondary of the pulse transformer charges the PFL to 200 kV in 3.3µs and then self
breakdown switch (SW2) closes and the PFL discharges into a matched 22Ω resistive load (R1).
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Figure 5.14 PFL voltage and voltage and current across load

The simulation result when the capacitor bank (C1) was charged with 20 kV is shown for helical
pulse forming voltage, load current and voltage across the load (Figure 5.14).
5.7 Electrostatic modelling of the helical pulse forming line
The electrostatic modelling of the helical pulse forming line was done using Ansoft Maxwell
2DSV simulation software to simulate the electric field and potential distribution inside the
helical PFL and also at its edge. A cross-section of the helical PFL having rotational symmetry in
cylindrical geometry was modeled to simulate the electric field and the potential distribution
inside the PFL (Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.15 Electrostatic modelling of helical PFL
The feed through end of the helical PFL was also modelled to examine the magnitude of the
electric field and potential at the triple points (Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16 Electrostatic modelling at input end
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5.71Electric field simulation inside helical PFL
The electric field inside the helical PFL was simulated when the inner conductor was charged to
200 kV and the outer cylinder was grounded. Figure 5.17 shows the electric field distribution
inside the PFL and Figure 5.18 shows the electric field distribution at the input edge of the PFL.
The electric field stress was maximum on the surface of the inner conductor and it should not be
more than the breakdown strength of the medium. The maximum electrical field was 61kV/cm
on inner conductor, when the PFL was charged up to 200 kV, which is less than the breakdown
strength of the water.

Figure 5.17 Electric field inside helical PFL
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Figure 5.18 Electric field at the input end
5.72 Potential distribution simulation inside helical PFL
The potential distribution inside the helical PFL was also simulated. Figure 5.19 shows the
potential distribution inside the PFL when the inner conductor is charged to 200 kV and Figure
5.20 shows the potential distribution at the edge of the PFL.

Figure 5.19 Potential inside the helical PFL
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Figure 5.20 Potential inside the input end
5.8 Study on the effect of reduction in water temperature on the pulse width
The relative permittivity of water depends on temperature of water. The effect of reduction in
temperature of deionised water on the pulse width generated across the load was investigated.
The block diagram of experimental set up with chilled water circulation is shown in Figure 5.21.
Water
Chilling Unit

Deioniser
Unit

Triggered switch

High Voltage
Power Supply

Capacitor
bank

Self-breakdown switch

Pulse
Transformer

Helical
Pulse
Forming
Line

Figure 5.21 Block diagram of experimental setup
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Load

The capacitor bank was charged to 20 kV using high voltage power supply, and then discharged
into the primary of the pulse transformer through a triggered sparkgap switch. The secondary of
the pulse transformer charges the PFL. The deionised water was circulated through a 1.5 TR
water chilling unit. The deionised water temperature was reduced from 25 0C to 5 0C and the
pulse width was experimentally measured across the matched load at different temperature
(Table 5.02).
Water Temperature in 0C

Pulse width measured (FWHM) in ns

25

260 ± 1

20

265± 1

15

270 ± 1

10

275 ± 1

5

280 ± 1

Table 5.02 Experimentally pulse width measurement with different water temperature
The increase in pulse width was due to increase in the relative permittivity of the water with the
reduction in temperature of water. The relative permittivity of the water increases with the
reduction in the temperature of the water [71]. The relative permittivity of water was
experimentally measured at different temperature (Figure 5.22). The dependence of relative
permittivity of water on the temperature is given by (4.02)
ɛr = 78.54 (1 – 4.579 x 10-3 T1) + 1.17 x 10-5 T12 – 2.8 x 10-8T13
Where T1 = T0- 25, T0 is Temperature in (0C)
The increase in relative permittivity with decreasing temperature is due to decrease in thermal
agitation of molecular dipole of water.
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Figure 5.22 Experimentally relative permittivity measured at different temperature
We could see from Table 5.02 the increase in the pulse width generated across the load increases
up to 6 % with the reduction in the temperature of the water from 250C to 50C. So the length of
the PFL can further be reduced with the cold water circulation and the size of the PFL can be
reduced.
5.9 Salient feature of helical pulse forming line development
An intermediate energy storage system for pulse compression using helical inner conductor was
designed and investigated. A helical pulse forming line generates longer duration rectangular
pulse as compared to coaxial pulse forming line. The helical conductor reduces the overall length
of the PFL by packaging the length in compact geometry. The compactness was achieved in
terms of reduction in its length by a factor of 5.5 times as compared to conventional water
coaxial PFL of same length. Further the effect of reduction in deionised water temperature inside
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the pulse forming line on the pulse width was investigated. It was found that the pulse width
generated across the load increases by 6%, so higher energy can be stored and more compact
systems can be developed using chilled water circulation inside the PFL.
5.10 Conclusion
Compact pulse forming lines can be developed using high dielectric constant material, composite
dielectric was made using high dielectric constant ceramic and evaluated for pulse compression
of single shot pulsed power applications. The relative permittivity of water increases with
reduction in the temperature, so this property was also investigated and used for developing
compact systems as water is widely used for pulse compression in pulsed power system. A new
technique for pulse conditioning was investigated and developed by using helical inner
conductor inside the PFL and water as dielectric for generation of longer duration rectangular
pulse in compact geometry.
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CHAPTER 6
FAST REPETATIVE DOUBLE PULSE SYSTEM USING COMPACT PULSE
FORMING LINE
6.1 Fast repetitive pulsed power system
Repetitive pulsed power generation by compact sources has enormous potential for military
and industrial applications [37]. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy is an analytical
technique used for the analysis of solid, liquid and gaseous targets. It has lower sensitivity in
comparison with other spectroscopic methods [104]; to overcome this limitation double pulse
is used for the better coupling of laser energy to the targets and ablated material [105]. The
numerical model for laser–solid interaction, vapour plume expansion, plasma formation and
laser–plasma interaction is described for plume expansions times (~ 100 ns) and inter pulse
delay of (~ few 10’s of nanosecond) and found that laser ablation in double pulse
configuration is more efficient [6]. Relativistic electron beam using double pulse have been
generated in vacuum diode [106]. The electron beam generated by fast double pulse can be
used to pump gases lasers [107]. A fast double pulse with extremely short interval can also be
used to study the double pulse effect in nanosecond laser ablation for laser induced
breakdown spectroscopy.
6.2 Development of fast repetitive double pulse system (FRDPS)
The repetition rate of the pulsed power system is determined by various factors such as the
capacitance or inductance of electrical circuit, power supply, load characteristic and switch
etc [108]. Transmission line characteristics of the pulse forming line (PFL) was investigated
to develop a fast repetitive double pulse system (FRDPS) with extremely short inter pulse
repetition interval. The FRDPS was developed that can generate two flat top rectangular
pulses of desired pulse width (~ 100’s of nano-seconds) and the desired interval between the
pulses (few 10’s of nano-seconds). The block diagram of the FRDPS is shown in Figure
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6.01. The primary energy storage capacitor bank was charged at rated voltage and then it
discharges into the primary of the pulse transformer through a triggered spark gap switch.
The high voltage generated across the secondary of the pulse transformer charges the PFL,
the self breakdown switch after the PFL closes at the set voltage and the PFL discharges into
the load.

Figure 6.01 Block diagram of compact FRDPS
6.21 Capacitor bank and its power supply
The capacitor bank consists of eight number of 0.16µF / 50 kV capacitor connected in
parallel. The capacitor bank was charged with unregulated 25 kV multiplier based power
supply. The capacitor bank was discharged into the primary of pulse transformer through a
triggered sparkgap switch. The details of the capacitor bank and its power supply are
discussed in section 3.1 and 3.2.
6.22 Pulse Transformer
The air core pulse transformer was single turn primary made up of copper sheet and 28 turn
secondary made of RG 213 cable with braid stripped. The primary inductance was 200 nH
and the secondary inductance was 110 µH. The coefficient of coupling was 0.73. The
secondary of the pulse transformer was connected to the input side of the inner conductor of
the PFL to pulse charge it. The details of pulse transformer are discussed in section 3.3.
6.23 Pulse forming line
The helical pulse forming line was used as intermediate energy storage system. Water helical
PFL was developed for the generation of longer duration rectangular pulse in smaller length
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and discussed in section 4.5. The helical PFL inner conductor was made up of SS-304 strip
rolled on the delrin cylinder. The outer conductor was made up of SS-304 cylinder. The
length of the PFL was 800 mm. The volume between the inner strip and outer cylinder was
filled with deionised water. The deionised water was circulated through a pump and deionizer
unit. The conductivity of the deionised water was kept very low (< 1 µS/cm) with a deionizer
unit. 13 turns of SS strip are wounded on 168 mm diameter of delrin cylinder. The two turns
at the input side of the PFL are covered with 3 mm of ethylene propylene rubber tape (ɛr ~ 3)
on the SS strip (Figure 6.02). The input end of the helical PFL was connected to the
secondary of pulse transformer to pulse charge it. The other end of the helical PFL was
connected to the 22 Ω matched resistive load through a self breakdown sparkgap switch.

Figure 6.02 Input end of helical pulse forming line
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6.24 Sparkgap switch
The self breakdown sparkgap switch was connected after the PFL to sharpen the pulse. The
pressure inside the sparkgap switch was kept at 4.5 kg/cm2 and it breaks at 200 kV. The
schematic of sparkgap switch arrangement with the helical PFL is shown in Figure 6.03. The
detail of the sparkgap switch was discussed in section 3.5.

Figure 6.03 Schematic of sparkgap switch after helical PFL
6.3 Testing of the fast repetitive double pulse system
The testing of FRDPS was done by pulse charging the PFL to 200 kV and discharging it into
the matched 22Ω load (Figure 6.04). The primary energy storage capacitor bank was charged
to 20 kV. The sparkgap switch was triggered to discharge the capacitor bank in to the primary
of the pulse transformer. The high voltage generated across the secondary of the pulse
transformer charges the helical PFL to 200 kV, which then discharges through a self break
down sparkgap switch to a 22 Ω load (Figure 6.04). The voltage across the PFL and the load
was measured using dividers VD-100 and PVM -5. The accuracy of VD-100 and PVM 5
above 1 MHz signal frequency is < 4% and < 2% respectively.
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Figure 6.04 Experimental set up
6.31 Experimental results
The secondary of the pulse transformer charges the helical PFL to 200 kV in 3.5 µs (Figure
6.05). The pressurized sparkgap switch breaks and closes at 200 kV. It discharges the helical
PFL to the matched load, while discharging it generates two fast pulses of 100 kV, 100 ns
with 30 ns inter pulse interval across the load (Figure 6.06). 0.5 GW of peak power is
delivered to load in each pulse. The double pulse generation from the system is explained in
section 6.5.
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Figure 6.05 Voltage measured across PFL & load

Figure 6.06 Voltage measured across load
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6.4 Electrostatic modelling of the system
When more than one dielectric material is present in any region of an electric field, the
v
boundary conditions satisfied by the electric field intensity E at dielectric boundary are [57],

Et1 = Et 2

(6.01)

En1 = En2

(6.02)

tan α 1 ε 1
=
tan α 2 ε 2

(6.03)

Where,
Et1, Et1 are the tangential and En1, En2 are the normal components of the electric field in the
dielectric 1 and 2.
α 1 and α 2 are the angle of incidence and the angle of refraction with the normal and ε 1 and
ε 2 are the permittivity of the two dielectrics at the boundary.

Normally, all dielectrics are good insulators at lower magnitudes of field intensities. But as
the electric field increases, the electrons bound to the molecules of dielectric will be
subjected to higher forces, and some of them are freed from their molecular bonding. The
electrons move in opposite direction to the electric field and thus create conduction current.
This dissociation is temporary in gases in which a combination occurs when field is removed
whereas it is a partial or permanent feature in liquids and solids results in dielectric
breakdown. The magnitude of electric field that gives rise to the dielectric breakdown and
destroys the property of insulation in dielectric materials is called the breakdown strength.
The electrostatic modelling at the input side of helical pulse forming line is done using
Ansoft Maxwell 2D-SV simulation software (Figure 6.07). The electric field and potential
inside the ethylene propylene rubber and water at the input side of the PFL is simulated,
when the inner conductor is charged to 200 kV.
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Figure 6.07 Electrostatic modelling of input side of helical PFL
6.41 Electric field simulated inside the PFL
The electric field was simulated inside the input side of the helical PFL when the inner
conductor was charged to 200 kV, the maximum electric field appears across the ethylene
propylene rubber (ɛr ~ 3) and electric field inside the water (ɛr ~ 80) capacitor above the
ethylene propylene rubber was much less as simulated and shown in Figure 6.08.

Figure 6.08 Electric field inside input side of helical PFL
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6.42 Potential distribution simulated inside the PFL
The potential distribution inside the input side of helical PFL was simulated when the inner
conductor was charged to 200 kV, the maximum potential appears across the ethylene
propylene rubber and above that the water capacitor was charged to lesser extent (Figure
6.09). We see from the simulation of the potential distribution, the water capacitor was fully
charged where there is no ethylene propylene rubber covered on the strip.

Figure 6.09 Potential inside input side of helical PFL
6.5 Results and Discussion
When the high voltage was applied to the inner conductor of the helical PFL and pulsed
charged to 200 kV, the water capacitor was fully charged where there was no ethylene
propylene rubber on the SS strip inner conductor. At the input side of the PFL maximum
potential appears across the ethylene propylene rubber, and the water capacitor was charged
to lesser extent due to its higher relative permittivity compared to that of ethylene propylene
rubber. The self breakdown sparkgap switch closes at 200 kV and the PFL discharges into the
load. While discharging the forward voltage wave travels towards the source and voltage
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appears across the load (Figure 6.10). The voltage across the load appears till it discharges
up to the initial 2 turns. Then there was less voltage across the water capacitor above the
ethylene propylene rubber, so no voltage appears across the load. When the wave is reflected
from the input end due to the high impedance of pulse transformer it again appears across the
load after the end of the 2 turns. So, the two pulses of 100 ns pulse width and interval of 30
ns between the pulses appears across the load (Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.10 Schematic of voltage wave across PFL
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Figure 6.11 Schematic of voltage across the load
It is observed that increase in the length of the ethylene propylene rubber on the inner
conductor reduces the pulse width and increases the interval between the pulses. When there
was no ethylene propylene rubber on the inner conductor the helical PFL, it generates 100
kV, 260 ns pulse across the load when charged to 200 kV. This was also discussed in section
5.9.
6.6 Conclusion
A fast repetitive double pulse system (FRDPS) with extremely short interval was designed
and developed using the transmission line characteristics of a pulse forming line. A novel
technique was developed to generate fast repetitive double pulse. The system generates high
voltage double pulse of 100 kV, 100ns with the interval of 30 ns between the two pulses,
when the initial 2 turns on the helical PFL was wounded with ethylene propylene rubber tape.
The pulse width and the interval between the pulses can be varied by changing the length of
the ethylene propylene rubber insulation tape wounded on the SS strip of the helical PFL. It
overcomes the limitation caused by circuit parameters, power supplies and switch to generate
fast repetitive pulse with extremely small repetition interval. The system can be used for
applications requiring fast repetitive pulse with very small inter pulse interval.
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CHAPTER - 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
7.1 Conclusion
The fundamental study on the development of compact pulse forming line are done at component
level using composite dielectric material with ceramic, and at the system level using alternative
engineering topology for single and fast repetitive pulse generation. The following conclusions
were made:
1. The composite dielectric with ceramic has higher dielectric constant and it can increase
system capacitance with the possibility of operating at reduced system volumes for few shot
applications. Compact PFL was developed using composite material of barium titanate and
neoprene rubber and tested up to 120 kV. It was also found that the dielectric constant of
the composite mixture remains unchanged under high electric field (< 20 kV/cm).
2. An alternative technique was investigated and developed using helical inner conductor
inside the PFL. The helical conductor increases the transit time, so longer duration pulse
can be generated in compact geometry. A 200 kV, 0.5 GW, 260 ns pulsed power system
was designed and developed using helical PFL and was tested on matched load.
3. It was found that higher energy can be stored and more compact systems can be developed
using chilled water circulation inside the PFL, it increases the pulse width by a factor of
6%, when the temperature of water was reduced from 25 0C to 5 0C. The pulse width can
also be changed in existing water PFLs by accordingly changing the temperature of water.
4. A novel technique was developed using the transmission line characteristic of PFL and by
using different dielectric constant material to store energy inside the PFL, to generate fast
repetitive double pulse with small repetition interval.
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In many cases novel propositions have been made for better understanding to solve the
difficulties encountered for developing compact pulsed power system.
7.2 Future perspective
Further research issues are open on studying and utilizing new materials, dielectrics, insulators,
metals and interface in the design of components of the compact pulsed power systems. Finally
some future work is being outlined:
- New materials with high dielectric constant, high breakdown strength should be developed and
investigated. The processing technique to reproduce sinter large quantities of ceramics has to be
investigated for high dielectric constant ceramic development.
- Dielectric constant of the medium also depends on temperature, pressure and stress on the
material. These properties of the materials can further be used and explored for compact system.
- Compact repetitive pulsed power systems will pose a significant challenge with respect to the
heat dissipation in the system. Micro channel heat sinks and high fluence convective cooling
aided thermal management will be used in developing the compact system. The advanced
component technologies and application specific integrated circuits to replace the discrete
circuits can be applied to pulsed power systems using a suite of integrated design tools and
micromachining techniques.
- Continuous attention is required to address issues such as locally breakdown, ground noise,
heat removal, when more components are integrated into a small space.
The new developments in materials, combined with electromagnetic and thermal design tools,
will set a pathway for revolutionary advancements in compact pulsed power technology.
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9. Appendix - 1
1.1 Self inductance of circular sheet of finite thickness
The self inductance of a circular sheet with finite thickness, and assuming that the current is
flowing along the circular ribbon of radius “a” and axial length “t” as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Circular sheet of finite thickness
and t << a

 = μ 0.3862944 + 0.17308 − ln  − 0,253863 ln 

(1)

Where

 = 2

(2)

1.2 Self Inductance of circular section of finite radius
The self inductance of a single loop with a circular cross section of finite radius rc (Figure 2)
is

Figure 2 Circular cross section wire with finite radius
 = μ   !
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(3)
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1.3 Mutual Inductance between two parallel and coaxial loops

Figure 3 Schematic representations of two loops
The mutual inductance M between the two loops C1 and C2 shown in Figure 3 having radii of
a and b respectively can be written
)=

*+

"#

∬

-./ -.0
&

Where dS1 and dS2 are the differential vectors for each loop and r is the vector shown in
figure then M may be expresses in the form
) = μ 1– 3 + 4 + 5  6 7980 9 -0 ' +
"78

70 980 9 -0

37980 9 -0

: 7980 9 -0 ';
"78

(4)

Where d is the axial distance between the two loops and E and K are the elliptical integrals
defined as
6<



B
0

= = √1 − <  ?@! A 5A
B

(5)

:<   = =0 √DEF 0 0
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(6)

The above equations will be used to calculate the inductances and mutual inductance of the
transformer.
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1.4 Equation used in filamentary modelling of conical pulse transformer
The primary sheet and conical secondary winding is shown in Figure 4 and the pulse
transformer parameters are defined in Table 1. The primary sheet and secondary turns of the
transformer are divided into filaments in the direction of current path to calculate their self
inductances and mutual inductance.
Table 1: Parameters defined for pulse transformer
Thickness of primary sheet

tp

Length of primary sheet

lp

Internal radius of primary

rps

Secondary wire diameter

ts

Lowest radius of secondary

rsNI

Highest radius of secondary

rsNO

Pitch of secondary

P

Total numbers of secondary turns

ns

Figure 4. Constants defined for calculation
The primary and secondary windings are divided into the filament as shown in Figure 5. The
primary winding is divided into np x mp parts (np rows and mp columns) and each secondary
winding is treated as a separate single turn winding for simplicity.
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Figure 5 Filaments used to calculate pulse transformer inductance
The primary is divided into the np x mp filaments shown in Figure 5, where np=100 and mp
= 1 for simplicity.
The total no of filaments in the primary is therefore
N p = np x mp
The secondary is divided into 28 parts (each turns is as one filament), ns = 28
Total numbers of secondary filament is
Ns = ns
The total no of filaments is
Nt =N p+N s
The following equations are used in matlab programming for the calculation of the self and
mutual inductances and the parameters are defined in Table 1.
The taper ratio (t_ratio) of the secondary is defined as
_K@L =

K?MN − K?MO
!? − 

where rsh and rsl are defined in the Figure 4 and Table 1.
The radius of any secondary turn can be defined as

rsN(nsind): = rsNO –t_ratio(nsind - 1)
The following expressions are defined for the filaments positions in the primary and
secondary. If the filaments are described as columns and rows, then any filament position of
column in primary is defined as

@−1
PQℎQL S@ ≔ U LLK V
X+1
!W
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any filament position of column in secondary is defined as

@−1
PQℎQL ?@ ≔ U LLK Y
Z+1
!G

any filament position of rows in primary is defined as

PQℎKPS@ ≔ [L5@ − 1, !S + 1

any filament position of rows in secondary is defined as

PQℎKP?@ ≔ [L5@ − 1, !? + 1

The distance between any two primary filaments defined as

distp(i,j) ≔ wchrwp(i) - wchrwp( j) . hp

The distance between any two secondary filaments are defined as

dists (i,j) ≔wchrws(i) - wchrws( j) . p

The distance between any primary and any secondary filaments is defined as.
5@?S?@, \ ∶= ^_PQℎKPS@ − 1. ℎS +

ℎS
− PQℎKP?\ − 1. S + 1.5 ` 10E( _a
2

The radius of any primary filament is given by
KS@ ≔ KSK +

S. PQℎQL S@
2. [S

The following variables are defined as required by the equation (1) to get the inductance of
the coil. Values of q as in equation (2)
For the primary

S@ ≔

For the secondary

?@ ≔

ℎS
2. KS@

S
2. K?M@

Variables for the elliptical function defined as in equation (4)
For the primary only
<S@, \ ≔ b

4. KS@. KS\
KS@ + KS\ + 5@?S@, \

For the primary and secondary (combined to provide the mutual inductance between them)
4. KS@. K?M\
<S?@, \ ≔ b
KS@ + K?M\ + 5@?S?@, \
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For the secondary only
<?@, \ ≔ b

4. K?M@. K?M\
K?M@ + K?M\ + 5@??@, \

Inductance formed by the primary filaments as from equation (1)

S@: = µ  . KS@. 0.3862944 + 0.17308S@

− ln S@ − 0.253863S@ ln S@

Inductance formed by the secondary filaments as from equation (1)

?\\@: = µ  . K?M@. 0.3862944 + 0.17308?@

− ln ?@ − 0.253863?@ ln ?@

Inductance of any secondary winding as from equation (3)
?@: = µ  K?M@ Y !

4dK?M@
3
Z−
?
4

Inductance of different filaments of primary and their interaction as from equation (4)

)S@, \
≔

g
f
e

1
h2. µ  . <S@, \ ED bKS@. KS\ ^Y1 − <S@, \ Z iji!5Ki:Qk<S@, \l − iji!5Ki6Q<S@, \am @U @ ≠ \o
2
S@

Inductance of different filaments of secondary and their interaction as from equation (4)
)?@, \
≔

g
f
e

1
h2. µ  . <?@, \ED bK?M@. K?M\ ^Y1 − <?@, \ Z iji!5Ki:Qk<?@, \l − iji!5Ki6Q<?@, \am @U @ ≠ \o
2
?@

Mutual inductance between primary and secondary filaments

1
)S?@, \ ≔ 2. µ  . <S?@, \ED 3KS@. K?M\ ^Y1 − <S?@, \ Z iji!5Ki:Qk<S?@, \l
2
− iji!5Ki6Q<S?@, \a

The above parameters are used in solving equations (3.16, 3.17 and 3.18) for calculation of
primary inductance, secondary inductance and mutual inductance between the winding.
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10. Appendix – 2
Specification of standard voltage divider
Model Number

PVM-5

VD-100

Max DC/Pulsed Voltage (kV)

60 / 100

100 / 200

Max Frequency (MHz)

90

20

Cable Impedance (ohms)

50

50

DC – 2 Hz Accuracy

< 0.1%

< 0.1%

2 Hz – 200 Hz Accuracy

< 1.5%

1%

200 Hz – 1 MHz

< 2.5%

1%

< 4%

2%

Input R/C (Megohm/pf)

600 / 8

1400 / 20

Cable length (ft/m)

30 / 9

30 / 9

Standard Divider ratio

1000 : 1

10000 : 1

Length (inches/cm)

19 / 45

23 / 59

> 1 MHz Accuracy
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